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CHAPTER

PRESIDENTIAL VERSUS

ONE

CONGRESSIONAL RECONSTRUCTION

Within a year after the tirst gun had fired on the
briok walls of Fort Sumter, the North paintully began to realize

•

that Linooln's tirst quota ot men would be unable to parade from
one state oapitol to another in the South.

So what was going to

be a three months lark beoame the bloodiest oivil war in the
world's history.

The United States, a young nation of but tour

soore and some odd years, had to taoe many new problems not
least of whioh was reoonstruotion
tioulty ot reoonstruction arose.
a oonquered nation,
people?

8

---- and here the first ditWas it to be reoonstruotion ot

state ot the Union, or merely a rebellious

The various theories were not proposed at ODOe.

...

Bather

there was a development of theory caused in part by the olash
between the exeoutive and the legislative branches of government,
eaoh of whioh offered theories of its own to sustain its positio
as the rightful body to oarry out the work of reoonstruotion.
Without a preoedent to serve as a guide, President
Linooln was oonfronted with the intrioate question ot reoonstruotion as early as December 1862 when General Shepley, aoting as
military governor of the reoently acquired territory ot New Or. leans and its environs, ordered an eleotion for members to Con-

~----------------------------~2~
gres s with the oonourrenoe ot the president.

1

PreSiden!, Linooln

adopted as a basis tor restoration the theory ot ·onoe a state
always a state.·

That is to say the states are to be oonsidered

as indestruotible.

The state is an impersonal entity and regard

less ot the people who make up the bodX pOlitio, remains a state
whatever may be the aotions ot the people.

Teaohers ot politi-

cal soienoe in after years oondemned this theory as erroneous,
but at the time it was proposed, Linootn was not alone in holding this view tor the Supreme Court had indioated that suoh was
its opinion.

And Congress, the tuture opponent ot the exeoutive

theory, apparently aooepted the plan tor it admitted as members

ot the House ot Representatives, Messrs. Hahn and Flanders who
had been eleoted by the loyalist taction ot Louisiana.

2

The executive plan was outlined at some length in the
presidential

prool~ation

issued December 8. 1863.

Beginning

with the assumption that the Southern States were still members

ot the Union, it naturally tOllowed that the work ot reconstruction was an executive problem.
the people in them.

The states were not disloyal but

Theretore, as ohief executive, it was the

president's duty to restore law and order in the South as he saw
tit.

This brought torth what oommonly was oalled the" Ten Per-

cent Plan" because in the proolamation President Lincoln provided for the establishment ot loyal governments as soon as ten
percent of the people who had voted in the election ot 1860 Signified their desire tor the reestablishment ot a state government.

Certain oonditions were laid down, however, to quality

a•• voter.

Eaoh had to take the oath ino1uded in the

~,roo1fll1l

etl0n and remain faithful to it; eaoh had to qualify as a legal
Toter as provided by the respeotive state laws operative before
the ordinanoe of seoession had been passed;

and eaoh had to be-

long to the body or those who did not game under the reserved
olasses •

It is to be observed that President Linooln oarefully

avoided friotion with Oongress by inserting the olause,"whether
...bers sent to Congress rrom any stat: shall be admitted to
a.ats, oonstitutiona11y rests exclusively with the respective
Bouses, and not to any extent with the Executive."

3

Still an-

ether olause he added with the probable intention of providing
• loophole of esoape should Congress too strenuously objeot to
hi. plan.

It might be interpreted even as a denial of his basio

theory of the perdurance or a state.

The olause provided that

the new state government to be established should use "the same
name, boundary, subdivision •• oonstitutions, and general oode
law. as before the rebellion."

~f

4

Aoting under the guidance of President Linooln's proolamation, a group of loyalists assembled in January 1864 to
further the work of reoonstruotion in the state of Louisiana.
The oonvention petitioned General Banks, the oOMmander of the
army

of oooupation, to appoint a day for the eleotion of oivil

offioers in the state.

The twenty-seoond of February was se-

leoted as the day for the eleotion and "roh 4 as the day for
the inauguration of the governor.
Bervin

in Congress

Mr. Hahn, who was already

was eleoted governor.

Shortly afterwards

4:

President Lincoln wrote a"strictly private"letter congr!tulating
hill upon fixing his name in history as the tirst Free Sta.te Gov5

amor ot Louisiana.
By this time, Congress was beooming a bit impatient
wIth LIncoln's work ot restoration.

'~addeus

Stevens was ada-

.ant in his opPositIon to the executIve plan and now he became
.ore outspoken in his denunoiations.

His theory was that since

the states had waged war and had been aeteated, they should be
treated as oonquered provinoes.

It was lett to Congress alone,

theretore, to settle their status.

But Stevens was a bit too

advBDced tor the House to tollow him immediately so he was oontent to bide his tIme and keep the question oonstantly betore
them by his luoid exposition ot reoonstruotion theories.

6

Not many months elapsed before Congress presented an
entirely new tront.

The gradual ohange ot attitude was disoern-

ible tor Congress first evinoed signs o't independent aotion whtn
it retused to seat representatives from Arkansas.

7

It also be-

gan to tear that the PresIdent's proolamation would have no per.anent e'trect upon the posItion of the lIberated slaves.

~hen,

too, Steven's oonstant dInning ot his theories into the ears ot
tha House set many men to considering the problem.

Allot these

tactors plByed their part in popularizing Steven's "lapsed state
theory whieh placed reconstruction in the hands ot Oongress.
rebellIng and wagIng war through a perIod ot tour years, the
.tates reverted to the status ot territorIes, and henoe it
ss to determine how theae territories should be

By

,.....
-------------------------------------------------------------5;-~

restored to the Union.

.'

During the late spring of 1864, a congressional bill
based upon the lapsed state theory
House and the Senate.

w~s

disoussed in both the

It was more severe than the president's

plan in a number of its olauses.

For ~x~ple,
a majority of vo..,
ters was required to take an oath of ellegiance before electing

delegates to a oonvention that was to for.m a state oonstitution.
The new oonstitution had to oontain leg!slat1on repudiating all
war debts, "State or Confederate," and disqualifying a reserved
class of men.

As finally passed by both houses, it took the

name of the Wade-Davis bill, but in spite of its strioter provisions and more oorreot interpretation of reoonstruotion, it met
with soant approval from Thaddeus Stevens.

Be objeoted to the

bill beoause it lett an apparent loophole for a possible interpretation that the states had not oeased to exist.

The olause,

"states whose governments had been overrun," was tbe oause of Dis
disapproval.

8

Mr. Davis' aotion in the House might also be judg-

ed in that light tor he attempted to win the proponents ot both
theories to his side while laboring to bring the measure to a
vote.

By the time the bill reaohed President Linooln tor his
signature, less than ten days remained before the adjournment ot
Congress.

It met the tate ot the pooket veto, but the president

did not allow the aotion of Congress to pa88 unohallenged.

On

July eighth he issued a proolamation wherein be objeoted to the
setting aside ot the reoonstruoted states ot Louisiana and

,_··--------------------------------41
6

Arkansas, deolaring that he was ot tbe opinion that the abolitio

ot slavery was to be aocomplished by an amendment to the oonstitution and not merely by congressional aotion.

As tor the matte

ot reoonstruotion, be said that there was no need
state to tollow only one plan.

In

ta~;

t~

require a

he saw no reason why, it

a state sO ohose, the oongressional plan might not be tollowed,
but he did objeot to one plan ot reoonstruction that would exolude all others.

Be olosed the prool"ation by plaoing his

aotions betore the Amerioan people to judge as they would in the
torthooming eleotion.

9

Kessrs. Wade and Davia assailed the pres

ident rather Violently in the New York Tribune on August 5, 1864
and suooeeded in damaging only their own oause.

~he

nation in-

dorsed Linooln t s stand, but Congress now was arrayed definItely
against the exeoutive.

Until his death, Linooln did little save

somewhat reluotantly sign a bill whioh prohibIted the oounting

ot the eleotoral votes ot the states whioh had passed an
anoe ot seoession.

ordin~

As Congress had the right to determine the

oounting ot the electoral votes anyway, it scaroely can be said
that he surrendered.
~he

untImely death ot Linooln brought Vioe President '

Johnson to the exeoutl've ottioe.

Untortunately, Johnson's taot-

less nature eventually lost tor his otfioe all that

~ght

have

tended to mitIgate the future radical aotion ot Oongress with
regard to reoonstruotion.

Johnson's ardent devotion to the

Union made him vindioti ve enough, a,t tirst, to satisty even
Thaddeus Stevens, tor he deolared that, "traitors should be ar-

rested, tried, oonvioted, and hanged."

10

~ortunately

.'

for the

south, the persuasive Seoretary of State Beward was able to win
him over to a plan that was muoh like President Linooln's.

Like

his predeoessor, he then prooeeded by various proolamations to
begin the reoonstruotion of the

Souther~

States.

With the ex-

oeption of Texas, this work was well on its way to oompletion by
late summer.

Like Linooln, he

and Tennesee as already having

reoognized LOUisiana, Arkansas,

.. reoonstruotion

e~eoted

and, in

the oase of Virginia, he agreed to the shadowy Pierpont government that had been maintained throughout the war.
During the fall

o~

1865, the various Southern States re-

organized and held eleotions for representatives and senators.
As they naturally ahose men who were leaders in their respeotive
states, it was not surprising that Alexander Stephens, Vioe President of the late Confederaoy, was eleoted to represent Georgia
in the Senate.

Many of the other states sent men who also had~

played prominent parts in the Confederate army or government.
The Republioans were alarmed when they saw the quondam Confederate brigadiers presenting themselves as olaimants to seats in
Congress and had vision. of an unpromising future for party dominanoe.

They were needlessly alarmed for Thad4eus Stevens had

prepared for just suoh a situation.

He saw the House Clerk Mo-

Pherson and induoed him to keep the names of the Southerners

~rom

the rOll-oall.
On the day the new session of Congress opened, the roll
W8,S

oalled and the astonished Southerners heard name after name

8

oalled but not their own.

~fter

the preliminary business of or-

ganization had been settled and James Brooks, the Demooratio
leader had been informed that the question of the seating of the
Southerners would be treated shortly, Stevens arose and offered
a resolution on the question.

The resolution provided for a
"7

oo~

mittee of fifteen whioh was to investigate oonditions in the
South and deoide whether any or all of the states lately rebellious were entitled to be represented in 3ither house of Congress.
It further provided that until a "report shall have been reoeived
oonoerning these states and aoted upon by Congress, no member
shall be reoeived into either House from any of the so-oalled
ponfederate States."

11

The resolution was objeoted to as being

out of order but Stevens quiokly obtained a vote temporarily suspending the House rules and brought it to a vote.

It was passed

by the onesided vote of 133 ayes to 36 nays with 13 not voting.
rrhe Senate passed the measure verbatim as a oonourrent

resoluti~n

In this manner developed the duel between the exeoutive
legislative branohes of our government.

~nd

But even at this

point the ultra radioalism of the following years might have been
~voided

had the president and some of the Southern States been

~ore

oonservative in their aotions.

~hat

it was in the right and aoted aooordingly.

~he

Eaoh party, however, thought
This oonvinoed

Republioans all the more that reoonstruotion and not restora-

tion should be their po1ioy if party dominanoe and the seourity
of the nation were to be assured.
Aooordingly, during 1866 the various theories of reoon-

I

struotion were disoussed on the floors of Congress.

The exeou-

tive or "state perduranoe" theory was advooated by Mr. Raymond, a
Republioan, but sinoe it found instant support among the Demoorat
it failed to attain even a large minority.
Thaddeus Stevens, oontinued to keep

hi~

The House diotator,

"state lapsed" theory be-

fore his fellow oongressmen, but this too tailed to meet the general approval of the Republioans beoause of its radioal nature.
The theory whiohfinally solidified opition was that proposed by
Mr. Shellabarger.
was

wit~out

It was a olever blending ot the other two and

doubt the true solution.

Denying the validity ot the

ordinanoes of seoession and the right of the Southern States as
territories and as people to leave the Union, Mr. Shellabarger
deolared positively that these territories had lost, however,
12
their status as states of the Union.
During the early summer

ot 1866, the Committee on Reoonstruotion presented its final report, the majority report vindioating the previous aotion of
gress, and the minority report supporting the exeoutive.

cdh-

Begin-

ning with the oarrying of the Civil Rights bill over the presidentts veto in April, Congress oontinued to override the
veto.

Clearly things had oome to a orisis.

~he

exeouti~

solution was

found in the mid-term eleotions, the outoome of whioh was an emphatio approval of Congress for the Republioans gained a greater
majority.
Hereafter events developed rapidly.

The president oon-

tinued to oppose Congress with firmness but he was powerless beIfore their

oTerwhe~ing

majority.

The South also flung its

11

.'
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CHAPTER

TWO

NORTH CAROLINIAN REACTION TO PRESIDENTIAL RECONSTRUCTION
TwO early attempts were made by President Linooln to
. est~blish

8

loyal government in North Carolina.

Although both

attempts 6nded in f'e.1lure, they are of ' interest "for they illustrate oonoretely Linooln's early plans for reoonstruotion.

The

"first abortive government was known as the Hatteras Government.

1

During the f'irst year ot the war, General B.F. Butler with land
end naval foroes oaptured the fort whioh guarded the entranoe to
Hatteras Inlet.

'!'hie laid a number of tlB sparsely populated

martime oounties open to the inroads of the Federal f'oroea.

The

people had never been over-sympathetio with the Confederate government, end since the Confederate army failed to make any eff'or
to proteot that part of the state, a supposedly large numberwfningly expressed the desire to establish a loyal government.

Two

of the more outstanding men of the distriot were responsible for
the orystalizing ot opinion.
Marble N. Taylor, the first o"f these men, was a native
of Virginia and a Methodist minister.

His conduot in the Con"fed-

erate defeat at Fort Hatteras was questionable as he was with thE
Confederate army until a short time before the fall of the fort
when he jOined the

~aderal

torces.

He himself deolared that he

was forced by oircumstanoes to shift his allegianoe, but he denied that he had given information whioh led to the speedy tmdng
2

of the fort.

13

Tbe other was Charles H. Foster who had left his native state of Maine some years before the war in the employ of a
land oompany.

The outbreak of the war found him the editor of a

newspaper in Murfreesboro.

He viewed the Southern oause with

favor until the oommenoement of hostilities.

His fellow towns-

men notioed the ohange and voted to expel him from the town.

By

means at a personal appeal to Governor Ellis and the efforts of
friends, this vote was nullified, but towards the end of the
year he left the state and eventually reaohed New York oity wbale
he labored to advance the establishment of a loyal government fOr
North Carolina.

3

'i'he outcome of his ettorts was the so called Hatteras
convention whioh met on November 18, 1861.

'lthe minutes of tlB

convention stated that forty-five counties were represented although "six or eight persons oomposed the oonvention."

4

Taylor

and Foster deolared, nevertheless, that this handful represented
by proxy the counties listed.

"These soca1led proxies were au-

thorized by no meeting of the oitizens but merely by indiViduals
5

who, in most instances, lived in other states."
'fhe oonvention appointed 'l'aylor provisional governor,
and shortly after Foster was eleoted to Congress.

On presenting

himself in Washington, a oommittee examined his case and refused
to aocept him as a qualified member of Congress.

'l'he first set-

baok did not daunt Foster for he returned to North Carolina and
he~d

another eleotion on January 16, 1862.

To make sure that he

was eleoted still a third election was held on January 30.

14

Armed with the results of these two e1eotions and numerous memorials requesting his admission to Congress, he returned to Washington.

The oommittee on e1eotions inspeoted his new olaims but

found no evidenoe of a worthwhile number of people supporting his
position.
The e1eotion had been restrioted to Hyde County, and ou
of a voting population of over 9,000, not more than four hundred
had voted for him.

The ridiou10usness of suoh an e1eotion after

a oonvention whioh had but a handful of delegates made it suffioient1y obvious to the oommittee on eleotions that the whole
soheme was a faroe, so once again they deolared that Foster wes
not entitled to a seat in Congress.

It is patent that these two

men were out to establish a loyal government not so muoh beoause
of a great devotion to the Union as for personal advantage.

With

all hope of being seated in Congress gone, the Hatteras Government oame to an end.
'l'he seoond attempt, while established on firmer grounds
also proved to be a failure.

The state was known to have a large

number of Unionists so President Linooln deoided to make every
attempt by peRoefu1 means to win the state away from the Southo
He seleoted Edward Stanly on May 19, 1862 as military governor,
with the rank of brigadier general, to perform the work of the
oivil governor until a more favorable moment for the reestablishment of a oivil government.

The ohoioe would have been admirable

but for one great defeot in Stanly's oharaoter; he laoked tact.
~his

was a neoessitY'

~or

one whose ohief' work was that of reoon-

~.~--------------------------------~~
oiliation.

.'

The fugitive slave wes the oause of his greatest difficulties.

As provisional governor he oonsidered it his duty to

enforce the laws of the state.

Since the state laws provided

for the return of fugitives, he allowed all owners who took an
. oath of allegianoe to the United States to reoover their esoaped
slaves.

This was a oomparatively easy task as the slaves usua

sought proteotion within the Union lin,s.

Still another law for

bade the teaohing of the slaves to read or write.

Stanly, there

fore, thought it his duty to olose the newly established sohool
for negroes in New Bern.

This slave problem, then, together wit

the discovery that the state was no longer as loyal as in former
years when he served in the state legislature, left him quite be
wildered.

Correspondenoe with Governor Vance and Generals D.H.

Hill and S.G. French olosed his futile efforts at reoonoiliation
Early in 1863 he sent in his resignation to President Linooln .....
He stated that the Emanoipation Proolamation made his
position untenable as he had assured the Unionists of the state
that his purpose was to restore the state to the Union status
guo ante bellum.

He oonoluded his remarks with these words:

"That I have offended some is probable, but they were
those whose sohemes of plunder I defeated ••••• whose oppressions
of the innocent and helpless I resisted ••••• whose purposes seam
ed to have been to join or follow the troops and to enoourage
and partioipate in the most shameful pillaging and robbery that
ever disgraoed an army in any civilized land." 7
And in a letter to Senator Sumner that was published in
Ralelgtl
the Sentinel nearly a decade later ( Jan. 26, 1870 ) he wrote:

I

rF

--------------:o:;,

r __
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~Had the war in North Carolina been oonduoted by soldie
who ware Christians 8.nd gentlemen, the state would long.'ago have
rebelled against the rebellion. But instead of that, what was
done? Thousands and thousands of dollars worth of property were
oonveyed North. Libraries. oarpets. mirrors l family portraits.
everything in short, that oould be removed, was stolen by men 8busing flagitious slaveholders and preaohing liberty, justioe,
and civilization."

Stanly's resignation was aooelted in Maroh and with him
ended the seCond attempt to hasten reoonstruotion in the state.

..

No further attempt was made to establish a loyal government unt
after Sherman's maroh to the sea had ended the last Confederate
resistanoe.

Shortly afterward President Johnson appointed W.W.

Holden provisional governor with instruotions to oall a state

0

vention as soon as possible and hold an eleotion in order to pre
pare for the restoration of oivil government.
The reaotions to Johnson's proolamation varied throughout the stete.

The Demoorats, of oourse, had little to say for

they had gone into retirement even before the end of the war.
Crushed by their defeat, they scarcely showed signs of life until
the dark days of the negro regime when all white men forgot part.y
lines and joined foroes to rid the state of the
legislature.

~blaok

and

tan~

The Whigs, who, for the most part, had adopted the

name of Conservatives, found themselves onoe again in control of
the state.

When Holden was appOinted provisional governor, even

their natural love for the Union and oonseauently the presidential plan were severely tried.

However, as they always had been

the loyal party in the state, they forgot the provisional govern
ment for the moment while they furthered the organization of the

rr:

1'1

.'

party by holding Union meetings throughout the state.
semblies were,

~or

These as-

the most part, conservative in their state-

ments and passed resolutions "simply acknowledging that the war
ha.d been a failure, e'xpressing

grati~ication

pea.ce, and declaring a desire to

retu~

at the return

o~

to full allegianoe tothe

8

Untted States."

A small

~action

with the consistency of their

future leader Holden shifted from their former position

..

o~

rabid

seoessionists and "last dollar, last man" slogan to the other ex
treme of ultra radioalism.

No words oould express their abhor-

enoe of the Confederacy and their abuse of its leaders.

As e

proved, these men beoame the future oonsorts of the negro voter,
men who had their own interests rather than those

o~

the state

9

at heart.
Jonathan Worth, a life long Whig, might well be regarde
as the representative 01' the better olass largely made up of
Whigs who favored the plan of President Johnson.
be the

~ocal

Sinoe he i8 to

pOint around whioh we shall oenter our investiga-

tions, we might examine his career prior to the years 01' reoonstruotion in the war torm South.
North Carolina November 18, 1802.

He was born in

Guil~ord

County

After receiving his early ed-

uoation at the old field sohools, he spent two and a half years
in the Aoademy at Greensboro.

Wishing to study for the bar, he

seoured a position as sohool teaoher in Orange COllnty so that he
might be near Judge Murphey and devote his spare moments to the
reading

o~

law under this eminent jurist.

1824 he obtained a license to

ractioe law.

Towards the end 01'

I

"". ----------------------------------------------------------------18
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Several years later Mr. Worth entered state politios
and was eleQted to the legislature.

After serving for a number

of years, he retired to devote his entire time to the pursuit ot
his protession.

Reentering politics in 1840, he was elected to

the state senate.

In 1841 and again

~

1845 he unsuccessfully

sought to be elected to Congress.
By 1860 Mr. Worth had becom.e one of the most prominent
Whigs in the state.

..

At that time he was serving in the state

senate where he strenuously opposed the rapid development of dis
union in the state.

Even atter the tall ot Fort Sumter he voted

against a state convention that would consider an ordinanoe ot
seoession.

At last, appreoiating the futility ot his ettorts to

oppose the war spirit, he sided with his native state and served
her in various publio offices during the war.
At the olose of the war Mr. Worth was

appoi~ted

ional treasurer and tinRnoial agent ot the state.

In spite

the disordered oondition ot attairs, he was able to save
worth ot the state's investments.

~ust

provisot~

.150~

what Worth's views were

at this time might be summed up best by quoting parts ot his C
paign oiroular for governor whioh was printed in the Sentinel
tor Ootober 18, 1865.

10

" He (~ohnson) does not demand ot us a surrender ot
our manhood. Every art ot his and the military oftioers in this
state proves that he wishes you to oast your votes for the men
ot your ohoioe ••••• The President is a great and sagaoious s~s
man. When we promise our allegianoe to the United States, he
lieves us. He knows that oontidenoe on the one side begets oontidenoe in the other ••••• Nobody now meditates further resistanoe to the United States, and I hope the day is not distant
when a eneral amnest will be ranted.

19
I trust the aotion of our oonvention now sitting, will
satisfy the whole nation as to our earnest desire to ret'urn to
full communion with the United States ••••• I shall endeavor to
enoourage ••••• a return to the habits of law and order and stead
fast attaohment to the Union whioh made us sO great and so prosperous a people whilst we adhered to the oounsels of Washingto~"
11
William W. Holden, ever the weather-oook shifting with

"7

the wind of publio favor, was the proto-type of the North Carolinian radioal and ultra Republioan.

After running the gamut of

various politioal beliefs and ellegian,es, he emerged from the
war an ardent supporter of President Johnsonts plan of reoonstruotion.

His aspirations to the governorship were patent and

sparing no words in his protestations of loyalty to the United
States, he brought himself to believe that his life long ambition was at last to be satisfied.
vinoed himself that he was the

In faot the man must have oon

personi~ioation

of loyalty, faots

to the oontrary notwithstanding, sO earnest were his deolaration
to President Johnson.
Flatly opposed to the presidential plan was a small
group represented by Judge Thomas Ruffin, former ohief justioe
of the state supreme oourt.

Bias had no part in his disapproval

as his letters to Edward Conigland, a member of the oonvention
12
of 1865, olearly show.
One letter in partioular provoked a
series of letters in reply after Conigland submitted it to the
Wilmington Journal for anonymous publioation.

Almost every

thoughtful reader reoognized readily the personality of the author in the able exposition of the unoonstitutional nature of
the president's method of reoonstruotion.

I

20
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In a lengthy reply, William A. Allen, a prominent oitizen from Duplin County, agreed with much that Rutfin held although he denied that it was clear that the original state oonstitution was still in effect so as to provide a legal basis tor
a oonstitutional oonvention.

But

eve~ygranting

that muoh of

fin's letter were true, he pleaded for the people to
nioalities, aooept the situation, and make the best of things
..

for the time being in order to prevent serious trouble.
The disoussion beoame

B

13

bit heated after Lewis Hanes,

the editor of the Old North Stat! entered the field with a rambling article which called upon English history to prove that the
oonvention, as called by the preSident, was "regular though ir14
regularly oa1led."
Muoh 01' the letter was marred by a lack of
restraint, and it provoked a letter whioh was published in the
daily Wilmington Journal for July 28, 1866, signed A Citizen.
'I'he writer aoclaimed Rutfints position and with definite ergu.....
15
ments tore Hanes t letter to bits.
He summed up the work of the
convention with these words.
" ••••• The whole aotion of the oonvention, during its
last seSSion, and for the greater part of its first was, in my
opinion, a gross usurpation at varianoe with the fundamental law
of the land, and subversive of the rights of the people as in
that law set forth and deolared."
B.F. Moore, the leading proponent of the new oonstitution whioh was largely the result 01' his labors, also wrote in
reply to Rutfints argument.

J.G. de R. Hamilton best sums up

Moorets answer in these few words:
"Wh le not show n

21

and knowledge of oonstitutiona1 l&w as that of the former ohief
justioe, it indioated 8 olearer peroeption of the ohan~d conditions brought about by the war." 16
Mr. HOlden's newspaper, the Standard, readily took for
granted that Judge Ruffin was the author of the provooative letter that had been published in the Wilmington Journal.

The

Standard played up the faot that Judge Ruffin was old and seemed
penitent when he petitioned the president for pardon.
the ps.per triumphantly pointed out,

But now,

.
he was "bitterly opposed"

the president and, therefore, still a rebel.

17

to

If one were to

follow that line of reasoning, the South's most bitter enemies
would have to be olassed as rebels for the radical faction in
Congress was beginning to oppose the president with growing ranoor.

Moreover the oonduct of some of these radioals was a oon-

trast with Judge Ruffin's dignitiea and constitutional oritiois
of the presidential torm of reconstruction.
In summdng up the various opinions in the state re1a~~
tive to President Johnson's proo1amation of May 29, 1865 whioh
provided for the. eventual restoration of the state to the Union,
one might say that the great majority of the citizens was in favor ot aooepting the plan and for making the most of a slightly
undesirable manner of reentering the Union.

The war-wearied

people were only too eager to ignore the rough edges of the aot
sO long as it promised a restoration of prewar oonditions in the
not too

distant future.

I
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CHAPTER
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PROVISIONAL GOVERNOR HOLDEN AND THE CONVENTION OF 18'65
On April 27, 1865 General Sohofield issued a proolamation announoing the oessation of hostilities in the state.
military oommander of the state, he

al~o

As

issued an order the day

following, freeing all slaves still in servitude.

1

While Presi-

dent Johnson was gradually making himself familiar with the many

•

affairs of state whioh oontronted him, General Schofield won the
gratitude ot the North Carolinians by his able restoration of
peaoe and order.

On all sides the people had oomplained that

foragers, from both the disbanded Confederate army and the stand
ing Federal army, seized private property.

As this sometimes

led to open violenoe, General Sohofield quiokly restored order
by establishing able military polioe for eaoh oounty under the
oommand of his subordi.nate offioers for the three military distriots of the state.

2

~

Although General Sohofield wished, with oertain restriotions, to reoeive the appointment as provisional governor ot
the stat., President Johnson ignored the army entirely when he
summoned several well known natives of the state in the early
part of May.

D.L. Swain, B.F. Moore, and William Eaton arrived

in Washington ahead of W.W. Holden, the fourth member of the
party, who was detained until after the first intervtew with the
president.

John H. Wheeler, who joined the first three in Wash-

ington, has lett an aocount of,the first and subsequent meetings
3
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At the first meeting the president gave a brief outline of his plans for reoonstruotion as embodied in the already

Mr. Moore strenuously op-

prepared proolamation to that effeot.

posed the olause which provided for a constitutional convention
to be oal1ed by presidential

authorit~1

He wished, rather, for

a oonvention oalled by the state legislature.

This would have

been by far the more logical prooedure sinoe Johnson was follow-ing Linooln' s theory that the Southern ~tatea had not oeased to
exist aa states.

Apparently Moore wished to distinguish between

the state and its rebel legislature.

When the objeotion was

raised that there was no guarantee to be had for the loyalty of
the legislature in the event of presidential reoognition, Moore
assured the president that of the members of the legislature
there was not one who might not be "led baok into the Union with
a silken thread."
The next day the men returned to find Mr. Holden
ing them with a party of his own.

awai~

The president wished the two

groups to join foroes and nominate a provisional governor. Moore
Eaton, and Swain refused to assooiate themselves with the others
perhaps realizing that they were outnumbered and, in all probability, would be outvoted by Holden's pioked group.

'l'hey took

their leave while the preSident, too, withdrew for a short time
to allow the others to seleot a nominee.

On returning, he found

that Holden had been ohosen so, with evident approval, he appoin •
ed him provisional governor.

It is not diffioult to understand

Holden's appeal to the president.

Both oame from humble homes

in North Carolina, end both by sheer force ot will had worked i
their oOmmon field

or

politics with varied success.

Shortly before his assassination, President Lincoln
had formulated a plan of reoonstruction for the state.

In fact

the proclamation had been prepared on .the very day of the assas4

sination.

~

Aocording to D.F. Caldwell of Guilford, N.C., the

president had selected

~onathan

Worth as provisional governor
:5

after having oonsidered both his (Oald_ellts) and Worth's names.
If this be true it would serve as still another example of Lincoln's admirable tact in placating all parties.

Certainly such

e. persona non greta as Holden would never have been selected by
him.
With the provisional governor appointed, President

~ohn

son began his reoonstruction of the South by issuing his proolsm
etion granting general amnesty.

Fourteen classes were exoluded

from the benefits of the amnesty though even these could

obtai~

pardon if they were to appeal to the president and he saw fit to
oomply with their request.

Almost every prominent Southerner

tell into at least one of the olasses, for the persons exoluded
were ranking

o~icers

in the army above colonel and in the navy

above lieutenant, exeoutive and diplomatio officers of the ConN
federacy, all who left federal positions to aid in the rebellion
(postmasters), war governors, and all aiding the Confederaoy in
any way who possessed property worth $20,000 or more.
On the same day, May 29, 1865, President
the toll owing proclamation:

~ohnsOll

issued

2'1

"1 Andrew Johnson ••••• do hereby appoint William W.Hol~
den Provisional Governor of the state ot North Carolina whose dt
ty it shall be at the earliest praoticable period, to presoribe
suoh rules and regulations as may be neoessary and proper tor
oonvening a convention, oomposed of delegates to be ohosen by
that portion of the people of the said state who are loyal to tt
United States and no others, tor the purpose ot altering or a~
mending theoonstitution thereot; ••••• and to restore said state
to,its oonstitutional relations to t!e Federal Government. 6

President Johnson prefeoed' the appointment by deolarinf!
that as exeoutive it was his duty to establish a republioan fOrD
of government

..
beoause North Carolina laoked suoh e

government

and the oonstitution (4th section of the 4th artiole) required
him to take aotion.
office

~s

After induoting Holden in the duties ot his

provisional governor"he laid down the qualifications

for those who were to eleot delegates to the forthooming convention.

All were required;

first, to qualify under the state and

oonstitutional requirements which were in foroe prior to May 20,
1861;

second, to take the oath provided by the amnesty

stion ot May 29;

proola~

and third, it was granted to either the

oonv.~

tion or legislature to lay down the qualifioations for future"
7.

offios holders.
The proclamation oonoluded with

sev~n

other

provi.~~ns

that would do muoh towards restoring the old order of thing.:})efore the war.

The army was instruoted to aid to the fullest ex-

tent in the exeoution of the proolamation while the
state we,s to enforoe all federal law8.
the distriot oourts were to be reopened.

seoreta~

of

To help in this resJ)8ct,
Likewise, the poatmas-

ter general was instruoted to reestablish the mail service; the
'----"'............. .liil.........."'--L-

0

the treasure to a'O'Ooint tax colleotors and oolleot

r-----------------------------------------2~8
taxes.

And the seoretary of the interior was ordered

t~

super-

vise all businesses falling within his jurisdiotion and the seoretary of the navy to confisoate all Confederate naval propertie
Governor Holden was disliked heartily by the politioal leaders and thoughtful men of the

~tate

beoause of his oam-

eleon-like ·att.1 tude' in the poli tioal at'fairs of the state. Whig
Demoorat, Seoessionist, he had been while it had been expedient,

.

and now he was reoeiving a political reward tor his intense loyalty to the Union and his personal devotion to the president.
Unlike the provisional governors of the other states, he was not
required to take the "iron-olad" oath betore entering offioe.
Ralel8h
During the tirst week of June, the Standard announoed his appant
ment as provisional governor.

While there was little approval

ot the appointment in the state, there was no opposition.

The

people were only too anxious to return as soon as possIble to
8

their tormer peacetul ways.

On June 12, shortly after taking up the duties ot his
new ottioe, Governor Holden issued a proclamation whioh gave in
brief outline the work he wished to aooomplish.

His toremost

oare, he assured the people, was to bring about the speedy eleotion ot a oivil governor and

legisla~re.

The legislature was

to elect the two United States senators while the representatives
were to be ohosen by the people, so that hope might be held out
tor an early return to the Union.

He promised to appoint the

necessary justioes to enable the oitizens to take the oath re-

29

to be appointed to supervise the eleotion of delegates

;.0

the

convention as required by the presidential proolamation of May 2 •
The seleotion of oounty olerks and sheriffs he left to the justioes.

Be oonoluded by asking the people to exert themselves in

the rehabilitation of the state and aoaustom the freedmen to
their new status by giving them a word of enoouragement from
time to time.

A blot on an otherwise reasonable message to the
•

people was an unoe.lled for tirade against the Confederaoy.

9

Needless to say, much oritioism was leveled against
the provisional governor's work, but it was not all justified.
The state government had to be established and numerous details
olaimed Holden's attention.

He oould not solve all diffioulties

immediately so he wisely deoided to aot slowly and work his way
through the maze.

But this oan hardly exouse his arbitrary meth

od with regard to the forwarding and recommending of applioatio
for pardon to the president.

After President

~ohnson

...

issued his

proolamation requiring the fourteen olasses to make personal applioation for perdon, hundreds from these olasses in the state
took the oath and sent their applioations to the governor asking
10
him to forward them to the president with his reoommendation.
Holden purposely made a number of the applioants feel
so obligated that they voted for him some.nat unwillingly in the
.
11
subsequent eleotion.
In faot, ~onathan Worth oharged him with
making that an unwritten requisite before making any efforts on
the applioantts behalf.
id te

In other oases where he oould not inti

r

30

parties

~rom

voting against a political friend.

12

Numerous ap-

plications never even left his offlce and were found by his sue13

oessor.

This pa.rtiality oaused Mr. Worth no end

for by the time he entered office the hundreds
whose affidavits had been lett by

Hold~n
~

o~

o~

trouble

applicants

to gather dust in the

governor's files, began to write numerous letters of complaint.
They had to blame someone, and as Holden was no longer at hand.
Worth bore the brunt of their dissatisfaotion.
It wes quite evident that HOlden's newly aoquired love
for the Union was not the explanation of his ignoring of many of
the applioations.

His reoommendations scaroely oould bear out

this supposition for a large number of "original seoessionists"
and war men reoeived pardons, while prominent men like William A
Graham, John A.. Gilmer, Josiah Turner, and others were not reoommended

~or

immediate pardon.

These men, like Jonathan Worth,

had been staunoh Unionists until the state sided with the
and the war aotually had begun.

Sout~

This was just another example

ot Governor'Holden's many glaring inoonsistencies, and must be

laid to personal prejudice and even, perhaps, to the domineering'
14
trait in his oharaoter.
As it was impossible for him to attend personally to
every little detail of the work anent the pardons, Dr.R.J'.Powell
was appointed as the state representative in Washington.

He was

supposed to convey to the president Holden's estimate of the applicants apart

~rom

the official endorsement.

The president in

turn referred these to the attorney general who was to pass

~1na

r-~--------------------------------------31~
judgmen~

upon them before the pardons were granted.

B~

the mid-

dle of the following year, 1450 pardons had been granted bearing
Holden's signature and a much smaller number, 419, bore Worth's
The smaller

approval.

n~ber

granted

~

I

the latters signature

was not because of rigorous selection 9P his part but rather was
due to the dropping off of petitioners.
Worth at no time refused to endorse the affidavit
petitioner.

0,£

a

Economic reasons effected \t least two of these else

ses filing petitions.

One, the former Confederate postmasters,

led as a class with the greatest number of pardons, 815, and the
other, those who were worth more than $20, 000, received 510 pardons.

The postmasters wished to continue to hold their positions

and the wealthy class wished to make its peace lest the threats
15
of confiscation be carried out.
Another great task which confronted the provisional
governor was that of local appointments.

While there are

inst~.

ces of partiality, the majority of the appointments were made in
all sincerity and predominantly favored the old Whigs from whose
ranks came the Union men of the state.

Within the brief period

of two months, Holden appointed more than 3,000 magistrates and
mayors or commissioners for the towns.

He also found time to re ..

organize the boards of directors of state controled organizationf
such as some of the railroads.

Those railroads with unpardoned

directors in the majority, he took over until the necessary numw
ber was pardoned.

Here too complaints were leveled against him

but save for a few exceptions, without any just cause. He failed

~'---------------------------------------------------------------------3-2~

..

to fulfill the pessimistic expectations of many, when he was ap'

pointed provisional governor and his efforts were, on the whole,
16
properly directed.
Towarda the end of the summer, the radical press of the
North carried vivid accounts of
1cally enough, Holden

suf~ered

condit~ons

in the South.

Iron~

from the very ac-cusations which

he was to use to such advantage during the following two years
in his efforts to discredit the very po\icies which he now support~d.

The ,northern radicals claimed that the provisional gov-

ernors were ignoring southern unionists when men were considered
for state offices.

The charge was groundless as far as North

Carolina was concerned fer, as has been observed, Holden's appointments were confined almost exclusively to Unionist-Whigs.
But mere charges of partiality changed to the supposedly horrible
conditions existing in the state.

Unfortunately for the success

of these radical descriptions, the charges became so absurd that
the investigations of Dr. Powell, the state representative in
Washington, quickly laid bare the malice and falsehood in the
newspaper correspondents' accounts.

Dr. Powell showed that not

only were the descriptions not written in the state, as purported, but he also showed that they mentioned men as prominent in
17
the state who were unknown.
With nru.ch of the work of state reorganization accomplished, on August 8 Holden issued a proclamation for the election of

delegate~

to the convention provided for in the presi-

dential proclamation of the previous May.

Thursday, September

2~
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was the day chosen for the eleotion.

.'

In addition to the pres-

idential requirements for qualification as a voter, Holden added
others of his own.

He permitted all to vote regardless of pay-

ment or non-payment of the poll tax.

To prevent fraudulent voma

all were enjoined to present at least

~copy

of the paper certi

ing that they had taken the amnesty oath.
As the election day approached, the apathy prevalent in
the state diminished while hostilities ~egan to break out between the 3tsndard, Holden's newspaper, and the Sentinel which
gradually came to

~epresent

the opposition.

There were no is ...

sues at stake as all now considered the outcome of the Civil War
the final arbiter of the old issues of secession and slavery,
It is true tha state debt remained, but even on this subject
there was little comment.

The few opinions expressed favored a

postponement of any definite oonsideration of the problem.

Dur~

Ing. August and September, Mr. Worth, the acting provisional stat'e
treasurer, wrote letters to various men in the state on the subject.

An excerpt from one written to E.G.Reade sums up his views

on the subject of repudiation.
"The convention, in my opinion, should not complicate
the question as to our readmission into full communion with the
United states by taking up the question of State indebtedness,
the validity of laws passed since May 20/61, or anything else,
save the amendments to the Constitution and such legislation as
is indespensible preliminary to our representation in the Congress of next winter."
19
A.l'lll in fJl.other letter written to J .C.Skeen he said:

"I am sure there is not one of you has the requisite in
formation to come to a just co~clusion. It is wholly unnecessar: for the Convention to act on this matter and no discreet

r_~------------------------------------~
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man will form and declare his opinion on so grave a question before he is as fully informed as possible as to facts ess~ntial
to ,~onducting him to a wise conclusion." 20
Apparently some had even considered repudiation of the
state debt contracted before the war for he ended a letter to
Jesse Walker with this plea:
"I am not willing to disgrace my old mother ( the state
by making her repudiate her j('}bts.... especially when she makes

nothing by it.

The'war debt ought to be scaled. tt

21
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The eligibility of delegates was raised when Orange
County wished William A. Graham to be its representative.

Al-

though he refused to accept the nomination, he declared that he
was eligible in spite of the fact that the president had not par ...
doned him as yet.

Holden brought the difficulty before the pres-

ident .who sustained the provisional governor f s stand that unpardoned persons were ineligible.

President Johnson promised, how-

ever, to pardon on Holden's recownendation all such persons elec
22
ted.

M

The justices of the peace adminlatered the amnesty
oath throughout the state.

A free election was assured when Gen·

eral Ruger ordered the soldiers to remain in camp on the election day unless the civil authorities, requested aid.

Needless tc

say, no requests were made and only one brawl .occurred.

This was

at Concord, the county seat of Cabarrus, where a Union veteran
fired into a crowd of intoxicated negroes who attempted to vote.
A "free for all" took place without any serious injuries.

23

The

general outcome of the election pleased Governor Holden who assured President Johnson that the state would be controled by the

r_~--------------------------------------------~
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un.tonfs t s •.

Eleven of the suooessful oontestants were unpardoned,

.'

but Holden hurried their names through in time for them to take
24

their seats in the oonvention.
Judge Edwin

cr.

Reade was the unanimous ohoioe forobafr-

man when the oonvention assembled ootob.er 2.~

As the Demoorats

were in temporary retirement, the delegates were drawn from the
Vfuig Unionists for the most part.

The oonvention soon indioated

its wish for a speedy reoonstruotion of·the state and return to
normal relations with the federal government.

It was fortunate

that at this period of transition middle aged men oomprised the
majority of the body; they were old enough to be stable and yet
laok the overly oautious oonservatism of old " age.
Chairman Reade, reoently appointed provisional justioe
of the state supreme oourt, was one of the outstanding members.
For years he had been one of the better known lawyers in the
state and had served one term in Congress shortly before the wa.
as well as an abreviated term as senator in the Confederate government.

His loyalty to the Union was unquestionable if one may

judge from the eloquent speaoh he delivered after having been
ohosen presiding offioer.

He olosed with the. following words:

t'Fellow oi tizens we are going home. Let painful refleo ..
t10ns upon our late separation and pleasant memories of our early
union quioken our footsteps towards the old mansion, that we may
grasp hard again the hand of friendship, and sheltered by the old
homestead whioh was built upon a rook and has weathered the ~r.m
enjoy together the long, bright future whioh awaits us." 25
Perhaps the most outstanding member of the oonvention
was B.F. Moore who oonstantly took part in the debates and showec

rr'~--------~
a firm grasp of the problems to be solved.

Others who had muoh

.'

to do with the forming of opinion by their aotive partioipation
in the disoussions were Thomas Settle, Judge George Howard, Judge
M.E. Manly, Edward Conigland, Nathaniel Boyden, Bedford Brown,

V.D. Ferebee, and William Eaton.

All sinoerely desired readmis-

...,

sion into the Union as soon as possible, but they did not stoop
to aooomplish this by subservienoy.
be said of all the members for Thomas

Unfortunately this oould not
R~ffin

Sr. was informed by

Edward Conigland that "he was mortified to notice the spirit evin
ced by many of the oonvention ••••• so presoriptive and subservient, two oharacteristios whioh are always found united.

Some

seem to think that their chief duty oonsisted in reeohoing Yan26

kee denunoiations."

Governor Holden did little to influenoe

the oonvention when he delivered his brief message.

A word of

praise for the president's plan of reconstruction, a passing referenoe to the questions of slavery and seoession, and he was fiaiehed.
Quite naturally seoession was the most important of
the questions to be solved.

There was unanimity of opinion favo

ing abrogation of the ordinanoe of seoession passed by the oonvention of 1861, but this unanimity oame from various reasons
differing "toto oaelo."

Some wished merely to repeal the ordin-

anoe without saying anything further.

This would tend to reoon-

eile those who had ardently supported the theory of seoession an
accordingly Jones of Rowan introduced an ordinanoe to that effec
This was almost immediately tabled because the oommittee appoin
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to consider the subject reported an ordinance of its own through
Nathaniel Boyden.

The following day still another was submitted

bY D.D. Ferebee who sought for the elusive middle ground on the
question.

Several stormy sessions followed during the next few

days.
Judge Howard led the opposition to the ordinance proM
posed by the committee which declared that "the same (ordinanc&
of secession). be repealed, rescinded, aI+d abrogated, and the said
supposed ordinance is now and hath been at all times null and
void."

He elaborated on his own sincerity and that of the people

when the ordinance of secession was adopted.

Thinking that their

course was justified, they had used the secession government as a
modus vivendi for four years.

To declare that order null and

void would be to nullify all business conducted during that period.

Others opposed the committee's ordinance because they con-

sidered it to be the usurpation of judicial power by a body

th~

was only legislative, and such a decision, as now proposed, reflected on the convention of 1861.
B.F.Moore, who was responsible for the committee's
work, ably answered all objections and added reasons of his own
for the adoption of the measure.

He granted that the ordinance

might be interpreted so as to nullify the acts of the four previous years, but he pointed out that further action by the convention

could rectify existing conditions.

Samuel F. Phillips

answered the objection to judicial action by the convention by
observing

that it was just that which the convention of 1861 did
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_ben it expressed the opinion that the state had the right to secede.

Had not the present convention the right to express a con-

trary opinion?
Ferebee's compromise was put to a vote but overwhelm1ng1y defeated 94-20.

The committee or.dinance then passed the
~

second and third readings with few dissenting votes although a
small number refused to vote either way.

Secession was declared

to be legally dead.
The prohibition of slavery constituted the substance
of a bill proposed by Thomas Settle on October 5.

Again there

was quibbling on non-essentials by those who wished to revive 010
issues, but two days later an unanimous vote was secured for the
adoption of the ordinance.
With these two problems disposed of, the convention
turned its attention to the organization of state and local affairs.

As B.F.Moore had promised during the discussion on the·

repeal of the ordinance of secession, the judicial decisions and
contracts of the previous four years were declared binding.

All

acts of the provisional government also were made valid, but pro '
tempore only, as it was further provided that the provisional
government offices would become vacant with the next meeting of
the general assembly.

Apparently trouble was expected from the

negroes for a military police was created in each county which
felt the need of such protection.

Another enactment of a similar

nature was a petition to the president asking him to remove the
negro troops. from the state.

Further petitions addressed to him
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asked for a general amnesty and restoration to the
full rights.

Unio~.with

The status of the freedmen was not settled at once.

! committee was appointed to consider existing legislation in

their regard and recommend the repeal of certain clauses as well
27

as suggest constructive laws in their Qehalf.
All of the above ordinances were passed, as well as
others, before the subject of the state debt was considered.

..

A

committe. had been working on the subject from the time the con"
vention assembled and had reached agreement upon the acceptance
of the state debt prior to May 20, 1861.

Some favored and some

opposed assumption of the war debt while many more preferred to
postpone immediate action and investigate both sides of the ques
tion.

This attitude and the information forwarded from Washing-

ton by Dr. Powell brought about

the~tabling

of Settle's resolu28

tion which prohibited the assumption of the war debt.
But with the question apparently in abeyance for the
moment, the convention was

star~led

when Governor Holden forward

ed the following letter from President Johnson.

W. W.Holden, Provisional Governor
Washington City, Oct. 18/65 '
Every dollar of the state debt, created to aid the rebellion against the United States, should be repudiated, finally
and forever.. The great mass of the people should not be taxed
to pay a debt to aid in carrying on a rebellion which they, in
fact, it lett to themselves, were opposed to ••••• I repeat, that
the loyal people of North Carolina should be exonerated from the
payment of every dollar of indebtedness created to aid in carrying on the rebellion. I trust and hope that the people of North
Carolina will wash their hands of everything that partakes in th
slightest degree of the rebellion which has been so recently
crushed by the strong arm of government in carrying out the obli
gations imposed by the Constitution of the Union.
Andrew Johnson
29
President of the United States
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This action of the president was difficult to explain
until some months later when the Sentinel for March 23/66 publis
ed a letter of Holden to President Johnson.
Raleigh, October 17, 1865
Sir: contrary to my expectation, the convention has involved it
self in a bitter discussion of the Sta~~ debt made in the aid of
rebellion. A continuance of this discussion will greatly excite
the people and retard the work of reconstruction. Our people ar
believed to be against assuming the debt by a large majority. I
it not advisable thai our Convention, like that of Alabama,shoul
positively ignore this debt now and fortver? Please answer at
once.
W.W.Holden 30
We may dismiss this letter with the words of P.H.Winston who wrote to Governor Worth on March 29, 1866.

"By the way

it now comes out that Holden did by a partisan, one sided, and
untrue telegram to President Johnson obtain the telegram orderin
31
repudiation of the new State debt."
Although the telegram from the president ruffled some
of the delegates because of his interference in state affairs,
the act of repudiation was quickly passed o

B~F.Moore

was outsp

ken in his condemnation of presidential interference, but even
his influence against immediate repudiation was of no avail. Apart from those who resented the act of repudiation and presiden
tial interference, there were those who thought that the president and provisional governor had gone too far, in such a brief
time, in making such definite and final decisions.

The Sentinel

aptly put this feeling in words:
"One of the last acts of the convention, and certainly
the most humiliating act ever performed by a body claiming to be
the embodiment of the sovereignty d the people o~ a State, and
ever put upon record, was the passage of the ordin~ce repudiating for all time the war debt of the state." 32

I
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With this much work accomplished, the convention adjourned until May 24, 18&6.

.'

Before adjournment, a resolution of

thanks was passed as a sign of appreciation to the president and
the provisional governor for their efforts to restore the state
to the Union.

r
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CHAPTER
ELECTION

AND

FIRST

FOUR

TERM

OF

GOVERNOR

WORTH

It was a foregone conclusion that Mr. Holden would be
one of the gubernatorial candidates in "7the fall, but the opposi1'"0

tion was apparently at a loss aSAits choice during the summer
months.

This was caused by the completi disorganization of all

political parties save Holden's infant organization of Unionists
and all others who wished to serve him.

No attempt was made,ho

ever, to nominate anyone until the convention had assembled in
october.

Shortly after it convened, a sort of caucus was held

but open to all of the delegates.

After some discussion, the fo

lowing note was forwarded to Holden.
Hon. W.W.Holden
Raleigh, October 14, 18'65
Sir: The undersigned members of the state convention of
North Carolina, fully appreciating your earnest and effective ef
forts for restoring our state to her constitutional relations·
with the Federal Government, and being desirous that restoration
should be under one whose guidance it has been so auspi~iously
begun, respectfully, request that you will allow your name to be
placed before the people of North Carolina for the office of gov
ernor at the ensuing election. 1
This letter was signed by fifty-three of the delegates.
One must not deduce from this that Holden was a persona grata to
all of the signers.

Not a few were obligated to Holden for the
2

early granting of the presidential pardon.

others had been led
3

to believe that Worth would not be a candidate.
Several days later Holden replied by letter accepting
the honor.

One paragraph in the letter is interesting because
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hiS words contradicted his previous actions.

"r did not seek the place r now occupy, nor have r sougn;
_ nomination for election by the people. r have been content to
do my duty to the best of my ability under the instructions of
the president, and to leave my conduct to be judged by an intelli
gent and indulgent people. r do not fear that judgment." 4
Nearly a year later, Lewis

H~s,

who had been his pri-

vate secretary and faithful ally during the war, wrote:

"r

be-

lieve that in everything he ( Holden ) did, he kept constantly in
.

5

view no object but his own political adfancement."

This self-

seeking of Holden alienated many who once had been his political
friends.

Hanes was of this number.
When the above mentioned caucus chose Holden, a still

larger number (67) of the delegates led by WilliamA. Graham,
Josiah Turner, P.H.Winston, and C.C.Clark decided to select a
candidate of their own.

Jonathan Worth's name was suggested by

the four gentlemen mentioned above and found immediate approval
with the others.

Although he could not take the "iron-clad" oa

he had been a life long Whig and one of the three who voted against secession in the convention of 1861.

These facts, the

delegates thought, would make him acceptable both to the WhigUnionists and to President Johnson.

His able administration of

the scattered state holdings in cotton, resin, etc. which had
been restored to the state at the cessation of hostilities was
another factor which probably influenced the delegates.
At first Worth was unwilling to accept the proffered
nomination.
luctantly.

However, by dint of some persuasion he consented re
Some of his friends attempted to dissuade him after

rr r __------------------------~
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be finally had accepted, but once he had made up his
adamant.

mln~,

he was

In a letter written on October 16/65 to John Pool and

Lewis Thompson, he outlined the reasons for his former hesitancy
but declared that Holden's arbitrary methods for procuring pardons, and the thought that many had

alr~ady

fixed their gaze up-

on him as the logical opponent of Holden had decided him to run
for governor.

In a letter written to John Pool the following da

he again stated his position.

•

"I have decided that it is my duty to yield my assent t
the earnest wishes of my friends, to allow my name to be run for
governor. On many a~ounts I have yielded with positive pain.
(many of his friends opposed it) ••••• But I am certain that Mr.
Holden cannot be elected Civil Governor without extreme dissatisfaction to a very large number of the voters of the state."
That Mr. Worth was sincere in his candidacy because of
Holden's limitations is attested by what he adds in the same let
ter: "or if deemed best, both of us might withdraw, ( Holden and
Worth ) under the agreement that the name of Judge Reade should
6
~
be run."
With the two candidates chosen, the newspapers in the
state began to espouse the cause of one or the other and conduct
the active work of the campaign as neither Holden or Worth took
part in a canvas of the state.

Thus began the formation of part

lines that would endure even after the trying years of reconstruction had passed.

The old party lines of Whig and Democrat

were broken down, and after the ten years of reconstruction ther
would emerge the Union or Republican party and the Conservative
or Democratic party.
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The campaign became heated, at times, because or the
newspaper articles supporting either candidate.

At rirst Worth

was not considered a serious threat by Holden's supporters but
soon they were aroused rrom their complacency.

The Standard then

began a campaign of missrepresentation.andabuse which was

echo~

ed by the other papers throughout the state supporting Holden.

7

In the face of Worth's record as a Union supporter, they never-

..

theless asserted that he was an "original secession" man.

Their

constantly reiterated slogan was "W.W.Holden and Go Back to the
Union, or Jonathan Worth and stay Out or the Unlon."
the keynote or the Holdenite plea.

This was

Such a statement was without

foundation thour;h president Johnson did not conceal his disap ..
8

pointment when Holden was dereated.
Worth was dis-i;l'essed by such a type or campaigning as' h
sincerely wished for a speedy resumption of rormer relations wit
the Union.

....

He appealed to B.S.Hedrick, who was in Washington, t

obtain some statement from the president denying the allegations.
of the Standard.

Hedrick was able to accomplish this indirectly

for Worth wrote:
"To J.J.Jaakson
Raleigh Nov. 2/6
Hedrick says the Attorney General assures him the President wishes the people of North Carolina to vote as they please
for governor.... The pretense that the President requires the
election of Holden is based entirely on the affirmations of
Holden." 9
Worth needed little defense for his stand on the state
war debt.

He had pleaded for time before making a decision ei.

ther way.>

This, in fact, had been Holden's position until he

~~--------------------------------------------------------4-8~
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made a last minute change by suddenly wiring to President Johnso
about the state's attitude towards the debt.

The Standard, how-

ever, declared that Worth had advocated the assumption of the war
debt and would, if elected, undo the work of the convention by
abrogating repudiation and burden the people with an immense debt
This, the paper claimed, would prolong martial rule by colored
troopS and delay the return to the Union.
reckoned without public opinion.

Here the paper had

Worth fs stand on repudiation

had been in accord with the views of many in the state.

Holden's

actions had been unacceptable to this class, and when the

Stan-

dard came out and took Worth to task, there was a "boomerang ef--10
feet" which really injured Holden.
The papers supporting Worth naturally played upon
den's checkered career as a politician.

Hol-

Aspersions on his fre-

quent change of party already had reached the New York papers.
At various times during the year the New York Tribune had com-

,..

mented:
"Such a man was not in real favor on any side, as event
subsequently proved. He had said that the war should be supported to "the last man and the last dollar." So it was alleged in
North Carolina, he had supported it; he was the last man to go
into it and his was the last dollar to be contributed for its p
secution." 11
Worth's papers also took to task the oppositionts charge
that Worth's election would prevent reunion.

Even some of Hol-

den's newspapers did not hesitate to criticize the Standard for
making such charges.

The Charlott.e Times perhaps best summar1z

the Holden campaign in these words:

~

r

i

.

..
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"Vote for Holden and be loyal, and vote against him and
be a traitor. That is the English of it. And if that iS4'to be
tbe test, then we are a traitor and glory in the treason. As a
provisional governor, we have not aught to say against him, but
as a politiCian, we are against him, and if chance should throw
US on the same side with him, it would make us question the correctness of our views." 12
With a better class of men

su~orting

him than in his

previous attempti, to reach the governorship, Holden was a close
second at the polls on November 9'.

Out of 60,000 voting, Worth
13

received a majority just short of 6,000t

The two ordinances

of the convention (slavery and secession) proposed for ratification drew a light vote of approval and a correspondingly light
vote was cast for the seven congressmen.

Of the seven elected,

all originally had opposed secession although only one could tak
14

the "iron-clad" oath.
Thanks to the preelection activity of the Standard and
other papers., the North received the election returns with evident disfavor.

They considered it as an open approval of the

late Confederate government.

The choice of the candidates for

Congress gave some grounds for this dissatisfaction with only on
A.H.Jones capable of taking the "iron-clad" oath and Josiah Turner still unpardoned..

The North always ignored the important

distinction drawn in North Carolina between original and later
secession men.

The latter group had opposed secession to the

last moment and sided with the South only when their native stat
voted for the ordinance of secession.

As Mr. Worth constantly

reiterated in his letters, these late secessionists were far re ...
moved from the original ones whom he treated with scorn as dis ...

r~--------------------------------~
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unionists, men responsible for the prevalent desolation in the

..

post war South.

'

Probably because of Holden ':s defeat, President Johnson
failed to keep his prClmlts.e:: of terminating the provisional government after the election.

Shortly after. the election, Secretauy
~

seward informed Holden that he was to continue to ac:t as prod...
sional governor, and toward.s the end. of the month President John...
son wrote:
Washing,ton, November 27,. 1865
"Accept my thanks for the noble and efncient manner in
which you have dische.rged your duty as Provisional Governor. Yo'
will be sustain~~ by the government.
The results of the elections in North Carolina have
greatly damaged the prospects of the State in the restoration of
its governmental rel.ations. Should the action and spirit of the
legislature be in the same direction, it will greatly increase
the mischief already done and might be fatal.
It is hoped that the action and spirit off the legisla'"
ture will be so directed as rather to repair than to increase the
difficulties under which the State has already placed itself.
Andrew Johnson
15
President of the United States
Another view of the election may be found in the letter
of Governor Worth written on November 23 to J.M.Worth and oomments on the outcome of the election,
"There is this peculiarity in the result. MY friends
are greatly rejoiced while those who voted against me are either
pleased or not much chagrined at the defeat of their c'andidate.
Many of Holden f s friends c.urse him outright !Tor his infamous
statements, in the Standard since the election to deceive the
North into the beller that his defeat and my election indicate
hostility to the Gov' t. of the U.S. I' 16
Although the state had elec·ted a governor unable to assume office because of the continuance of the provisional
ment, this irregularity did not prevent the General Assembly fro

r~
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IIleet.1ng on November 27.
ical

affl1iatlon~

Littile is known about the former polit-

of the members

sav~

what possibly can be dedu-

ced from the assemblies' internal organization.

The election of

Thomas Settle over D.D.Ferebee as speaker of the senate would indicate a Holden majority as would the uijanimous selection of Sam17

uel F. Phillips by the house.
As the legislature probably realized that its actions
would go far towards reconciling Presid/nt Johnson, little opposition was offered when the provisional governor urged immediate
ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment.

The chief opposition

was met in the senate for the house passed it with but four dissenting votes.

Even in the senate the opposition fought not so

much for the provisions of the amendment as the evident encroachment by Congress upon the State's rights.

John M. Morehead and

D.D.Ferebee, in particular, were outspoken against its adoption
although the former claimed that he did not wish to impede
fication.

rati~

But the outcome of the Civil War was even more suasive

than the loss of the state's rights.

The war weary legislators

had lost, for a time, their old interest in the
or unconstitutionality of an act.

\~en

constitutionalit~

the amendment finally was

put to a vote, the senate voiced its approval in much the same
way as had the house.

It then was referred to a committee which

declared it to be ratified, but added with a rider of ita own,
that this in no way gave Congress the right to legislate for the
freedmen.

Such a declaration, of course, was no more than a pro18
test for it had no legal foundation.

I
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The Gen-eral Assembly did nothing to help the state for
4'

their own status as a legal body still had to be settled.

The

only other work done at this time was the passing of a resolutio
expressing the state's good will towards the Federal Government,
~nd

something more important, the filling of the vacant state of-

fices--.

The first act, no doubt, was motivated by the desire to

impress upon the president the state's genuine loyalty to him and
its wish to meet all requirements for

a~early

reunion.

The two

state senators elected by the assembly were William A. Graham and
John Pool.

As Governor Holden had blocked a presidential pardon

for Graham, both houses of the assembly petitioned the president
to pardon him.
its delivery.

The pardon was granted, but Holden then delayed
He said that he did so because "he doubted whether

a Northern member of Congress could with propriety consent to sit
with one who had been a member of the Confederate Congress."

19

With this work ac:c'Omplished, the legislature adjourned until Fe'l;ltruary 1866 after administering the oath of office to Governor
Worth and providing for his assumption of office with the close
of the provisional government.
In spite of the fact that Governor Holden painted a
rather unfavorable picture of the General Assembly's actions in
his frequent communications to the president, Secretary Seward
sent the following note a few days before Christmas.
Department of State
Washington December 23/65
To His Excellency, W.W.Holden, Provisional Governor of N.C.
Raleigh, North Carolina:
Sir:- The time has arrived when, in the judgment of the Presi-
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affairs of the state of North Carolina may be remitted to the
constitutional authorities chosen by the people thereof,·without
danger to the peace and safety of the United states.
B~ direction of the President, therefore, you are reli
eved from the trust hitherto reposed in you as provisional governor of North Carolina. Whenever the governor-elect shall have
accepted and become qualified to discharge the duties of the executive office you will transfer the papers and property of the
state, now in your custody, to his exc~lency the governor-elect.
It gives me especial pleasure to convey to you the
president's acknowledgement of the fidelity, the loyalty and dis
oration which has marked your administration......
20
William H. Seward

•

When several days later Governor Worth assumed office,
he notified Secretary Seward to that effect, and on December 30
he issued his first letter to the people of the state.

In it he

congratulated the people upon the termination of the military
government and pleaded for cooperation with the newly established oivi1 government to promote law and order.

To bring about a

state of peace and order, he directed the judges of the state
supreme and superior courts to qualify and act.

The unincorpor-

ated towns were instructed to choose officials of their own in

.~

place of those who had been serving under the provisional appOintment.

In oonclusion he assured the citizens that the legis

1ature would promptly adjust all matters not solved by the mere
21

transition from military to civil government.
Governor Worth's first official act was to call a special session of the legislature to repair an oversight on the
part of the oonvention.

This body had ordained that all offices

filled by the provisional governor were to be declared vacant
with the termination of the provisional

government~

ed to provide for new justices of the peace.

but had fail

Because of this

r ------------------------------------------------------------,
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defect, the new civil officials were unable to qualify

f~,r

offic

and, in consequence, there was no legal government throughout
the state.

The special session quickly rectified this condition

by instructing the retiring officials to administer the oath of
office to the incoming incumbents.

Fon~those

sections where

e~

lections had not yet been held, the legislature further provided
that the provisional appointees were to hold office until new
men were elected.

22

•

Before enter.ing upon the major work of this special
session which devoted most of its time to the freedmen, it might
lJe well to give

SOlne

state at this time.

account of the freedman's condition in the
Like the other Southern States, North Caro-

lina was burdened with the vagrant negro problem.

As the Feder-

al armies pierced farther into the South, the negroes deserted
their former masters in greater numbers and followed in the wake
of the invading armies.

....

,

Thousands of these freedmen were cared

for by the army and later by the Freedman's Bureau, but even the
mili tary supplies were so lim.i ted that there was constant threat:
of famine.
"In North Carolina they were occupying every hovel and
shanty •••• crowding into the towns and literally swarming about
every depot of supplies."
food and medical supplies."

Many were dying for "want of proper
They were rapidly becoming a tribe

of vagabonds and thieves, a veritable menace to the whole countryside, subsisting upon berries and what they could beg and

r __--------------------------------------------__
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liberties some indefeasible right to the property of their former
masters, and would visit the garnlson towns to make inquiry of
the officers.

"Only by their

su~france"

could the owner continue

to live in his old home and till his acres.

They were "much as-

tonished" when they were informed that %reedom did not mean that
23
they were "to live in idleness and be fed by the government."
Attempts to establish order were made in Raleigh by the
provost marshall's court.

The more sertous crimes were turned

over to the Freedman's Bureau but petty offenses such as larceny
and disorder were punished immediately by the provost's court.
The convicts usually were punished by being hanged by their thumbs
24

from the lamp posts in the streets.

Petty thievery, in partic-

ular, was annoying and apart from the fitful attempts by the

p~

ost's court in Raleigh and the Freedman's Bureau, little could be
done during the summer of 1865.

Often enough local officers were

powerless to act because the Freedman's Bureau would interfere.,......
In a letter to Governor Worth, William A. Graham described the
conditions in his part of the state.
Hillsboro Jan. 26 1866
"1 fear the Bureau of Freedmen is to be fastened upon
us for some time and if so, there can be but little security to
the White man in any asserted rights. Thefts are of daily and
nightly occurrence in this vicinity and the negroes with arms arE
traversing the country under the pretense of hunting but really
for stealing!' 25
And in Raleigh itself B.F.Moore described the situatior
in a letter to Thomas Ruffin.
Raleigh, September 22/65
"Night before last nine horses and mules were stolen
from the stables of the citizens of the city, with the saddles
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and bridles. Doubt.less the thieves were freedmen,,> who desire to
return homeward with spoil after having visited the capitol on
bUsiness. I desire once more to see the civil law restoued to
our land, and an efficient police, and firm courts. The Military
punishes the freedman thief with a mock punishment which but encourages the rogue to higher deeds." 26
A freedman's convention assembled in Raleigh on October

3 in response to an invitation sent out. the previous month by a
..?

o·ommi ttee consisting of A..H.Galloway, John Randolph Jr., and G. W.
price.

Delegates representing about half of the counties of the

state spent four days discussing proble~B peculiar to themselves.
Although most of the men were natives of North Carolina, a few
had resided in the North for a time and had received some education.

James H. Harris was undoubtedly their most able man.

A~

ber of resolutions pertinent to the improvement of their status
were adopted and a petition for legislative attention to their
problems was directed to the constitutional convention and the
27

legislature.
In contrast with the following year or two, the

ques~

tion of negro suffrage was discussed with unusual calmness by
prominent men in the state.

This apparent calm did not deceive

B.F. Moore, however, for he wrote to Judge Ruffin "that the strug .. )

gles for negro political equality are to be prominent and harassing, and the attempted check on free legislation of the state in
regard to the blacks are to be ever before us backed by a parcel
of lowbred fanatics, abroad and among us."

28

And even though

the discussion was calm, it soon became evident that the majoritj
did not favor negro suffrage.

Some few of the minority advocatec

complete suffrage but they were in advance of contemporary
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thought.

Ordinarily, only a restricted suffrage was advocated.
B.,F.Moore, W..S.Mason, and R.S.Donnell had been appoint ..

ed by Governor Holden to consider the problems arising from eman.
cipation and present a report of their study to the General AsTheir report, when presented in January 1866, evinced a
.."
knowledge of prevailing conditions and offered a corrective ~E

sembly.

of legislation.

It was based upon the proper assumption that thE

negro was now a citizen and entitled to·the privileges accruing
therefrom with but few modifications.

Hence they advocated that

all spec1al legislation passed in former years which tended in
any way to curtail the negroes' privileges should be abrogated
and new, su1table laws be enac'ted to cope with the new condition!.
L1ke, other legislatures of the South, they def1ned as negro "all
persons of color and the1r issue to the fourth generat1on, even
when one parent was wh1te in each generation. It

Marr1ages betweer

negroes pr10r to emancipation were declared va11d and steps weMt
taken to make future marr1ages equally binding.

A marriage be-

tween a negro and a white was forbidden and any official granting a license or attempting to perform the ceremony for such marr1ages was liable to prosecution.

The state apprentice laws werE

made appllc'able to negro as well as white, but former masters hac
first right, to the apprenticing of their former slaves.

This waf

one of the clauses which stirred the North because the abolitionlsts dec'lared it to be tantamount to slavery.

In order to be

valid, business transactions involving ten dollars ar more between persons of color or between a negro and white had to be pui.

I

.'

in writing and witnessed by one white capable of reading and writinge

The criminal laws were applicable to white and black' alike

ith the one exception of rape.

Here the penalty was death for a

"negro guilty of assault with the intent to commit rape upon a
bite woman."

"The negro was to be giv,n
.. all the privileges of
~

bite persons before the courts in the mode of prosecuting, defending, continuing, removing, and transferring their suits at
law and in equity." And he was made "elitible as witness when not
otherwise incompetent, in all case. wherein the rights of persons
of color were involved."

By consent of the parties involved, he
29

also might serve .a witness in the case of whites.
All of the above suggestions on the part of the commission were adopted in substance with a number of additions but not
ntil after a long and protracted fight in both houses of the leislature.

Opposition was widespread in the state because many

ould not bring themselves to consider their sla.ves of yesterda,..
odays equals.

On the other hand, the press advocated the adop-

ion of the proposed legislation.

The one great exception was

he Standard which did not commit itself

eith~r

way although the
30

ditor was known to be against the proposed code.
It is evident, then, that the general spirit of the
ro code was exceptionally liberal for the times.

ne~

The additions

ere a bit too discriminating, it is true, but many of them were
to the conduct of the vagrant negroes throughout the state.
nd the important thing to note in these additions which provided
or the rigorous prosecution of all who even attempted to
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steal live stock or were caught trespassing is that the code ap ..
'

plied to white and black alike.

But even this indication that

the state was progressing rapidly towards the breakdown of racia
I
I

antipathies failed to satisfy the Freedman's Bureau, and the of ...

I

ficers refused to surrender their jurisdi.ction
to the civil au. ,.
thorities.

Governor Worth longed for peace at any cost so long

as it could be obtained honorably.

Therefore, he did not hesi-

: tate to advise the convention, when it reissembled 1n May 1866,
to remove the slight discriminations before the law on account
of color in order to placate the Bureau.

His advice was heeded

but the act was only legislative and "did not bind the further
31

action of any general assembly."
The chief purpose for the reconvening

o~

the conventio

was, however, the adoption of a new state constitution.

In the

interim, public sentiment in favor of the convention had changed
to one of protest though it is possible that the opposition now
became more articulate.

At any rate, it was sincere as many of

the prominent jurists and lawyers of the state W9re to be found
in this groupo

Judges Ruffin and Manly were numbered among them

Ruffin's opinion was esteemed outside of the state for Thaddeus
stevens used it with effect in a speach eelivered at Bedford, Pa
on September 4, 18136.

stevens said:

"I quote Judge Ruffin, one

of the ablest and fairest of the secessionists.

tice is right.

The chief jus-

Not e rebel state has this day a lawful govern-

32

ment."

In addition to the objections based upon legal ground

thare were those who wished the convention to close because they

r~

f'r

_ _ _----~
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considered that there were: too many Holden:Ltes among the dele33
~
Governor
Worth,
on
the
other
hand,
supported
the
work
gates.

I

34

of the convontion.
When the convention assembled, a motion for dissolution was made, but a onesided vote, 61 .to 30, defeated the pro35

posal.

"7

With that question settled; B.F.Moore directed the wor

of framing a new constitution.

When completed, it was much like

the old constitution with needed revisi~s and additions.

Wil-

liam A. Allen, a well known citizen from Duplin County and a del
egate, was opposed to the adoption of the new constitution and
gave the following reasons in a letter to Judge Ruffin.
"If the views herein presented are entitled to consideration, the proper course for the people of the state, to pursue,
in reference to the new constitution is to vote for or against i
upon its merits. Many of its features I like, and consider them
improvements on the old Constitution. There are others, however,
that I consider exceedingly objectionable so much so that I felt
constrained to vote in the convention against it as a whole aa I
shall do at the election as one of the people. tf 36
The convention sat until late in June before the work
on the new constitution was completed.

Put to a vote, it was a ...

dopted by a vote of 63-30 and so it was left to the people of th
state either to acc'ept or reject it at. the forthcomiJ1.g election.
"In addition to being more oompact, the constitution was clearer
37
and fuller than the existing one." The debates provoked by the
publication of Judge Ruffin's letter
upon the legality of the convention.

succ~eded

38

in throwing doubt
.

This probably accounted

for the rejection of the constitution on August 2 by the close
39
margin of 1,982 votes in a total vote of 41, 122.Strangely

r--------------------------------------------------------~6~O,
40

enough, both Worth and Holden advocated ratl:t"lc'ation.

.'

'lbe

ter even went so far as to say that rejection of the constitutio
would be the worst blow, the president's policy could receive,
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CHAPTER
THE

SECOND

TERM

OF

FIVE

.'

GOVERNOR

WORTH

Governor Worth's first term was to last until the August elections of 1866.
friends who began to

~:br.

This explains the early efforts of his
~

for his reelection but a few months:

e.fter he finally entered office.

The first local meeting to ef-

fect this purpose was held in 'North' s hdtne county of Randolph
1

during May.

This action met the approval of B.S.Hedrick, the

stete's representative at W&shington.

Hedrick also declared tha

North Carolina was making greater progress towards rehabilitatio
than any of the other Southern States, and with Governor Worth's
2

reelection this progress should become even greater.
Governor Worth formally declared himself to be a candidate for reelection during June when he issued a circular in
which his past stand on national questions prior to the Civil W
was outlined and his staunch loyalty to the Union professed.

He

declared that it would be impossible to conduct an active campaign as the affairs of the state were too pressing at the moment, and he deemed it to be more advisable to devote his entire
attention to this work.

He urged all to remove, as much as pos-

sible, the animosities rising out of the war and suggested that
one way to accomplish this would be to refrain from unwise denun
ciations of the party in power.

The circular also pointed out

that his reelection as governor would not be a triumph for the
disunionists as he himself abhorred disun.ion and, moreover

r-----------------------------------------------------------6-4~
whO voted for him in the previous eleotion were both former se ...
3·'

cessionists, recently 'PR.rdoneo, and old line Unionists.
Holden probably realized that he had little ohance of
being elected for he sought to persuade others to run in opposition to Governor Worth.

,There were oth,ers besides Holden who sa

clearly that Governor Worth had strengthened his position very
much and that to run against him for the governorship would be

•

sheer waste of time.

General M.W.Ransom declined to consider a

contest, while J.M.Leach and General W.R.Cox, after half considering the subject, withdrew when it became evident that they
would receive little support from the people.

Finally, on Sep-

tember 20, a convention made up of loyal Unionists met in Raleig
to seleot a candldate who might oppose Governor Worth with some
4

prospect of

succ~ss.

Holden addressed the convention urging

support of the congressional measures.
his allegiance.

Once again he had shifte

From now on the ql.1.ondem champion of the presi .......

dent became more outspoken in his denunciations of the state gov
ernment as representative of presidential reconstruotion.
convention nominated Alfred Dockery for governor,
tion of

~he

advoo~ted

The
adop

Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution, and censur
5

ed Governor Worth's administration.
~ben

Governor Worth heard the outcome of the conven-

tion, be wrote the following estimate of his opponent to B.S.
6

Hedrick.
"The nomination of Dockery over me as an unmistpkable
loyal man is absurc. unless :TU adopt the Holden theory that you

r~-'------------------------------~
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journals show that in Dec. 1860 he voted for the appropriation of
in Governor Ellie' hanrls to arm the state
it...... In May 1861 he voted for ~. convention to diasolve the Union while I voted against it •••• Holden
fine. Thoma.s the chief men who nominated him, sought seats in the
COTncntion of 1861 and voted the state out of the Union..... I re ..
fused to be elected a member of that convention. Antecedents do
mot suit my opponents."
~~OO,OOO to be plaoed
~hile I voted against

But once again the oppositioa to Worth wes thrown into
confusj_on for Dockery refused to accept the nomination.

Holden

,n.s determined to have someone represent his faction so he advis-

..

ed the people to vote for Dockery regardless of his refusalo

In

a letter to C.C.Clark for October 1, Governor Worth said that Doc[kery had refused to run because of insufficient time for canvassing the state,

9."1(1

also

tion at the convention.

becaus~

of the insufficient representa-

But the "purpose was, through secret or-

ganizations, to vote for rim without subjectinl2' him to the morti ...
'7

fication of defeat as candidate."
VJhen the election which the convention had postponed
~or

two months was held in October, Governor Worth carried the

g

state by a majority of 23, 496 out of a total vote of 44, 994.
Strangely enough, Dockery, who had not been off.icially a candidat
~arried

Randolph County, the home

additional counties.
~or

o~

Governor Worth, and eight

Worth was successful in

similar manner

~

9

he carried Richmond County, Dockery's home.
During the early summer months, the Worth adherents

were elated for the moment when it was announced that Holden had
been nominated as minister to

S~n

Salvador.

Holden went to Wash-

ington for the apparent purpose of furthering his chance to ottain

'~-------------------------------------------------6-£~;
sene.torial confirmation, although it was rumored that he did so
10

only to be able to decline the appointment.

4'

The senate failed

to ratify the nomination so Holden returned to renew his attacks
on the 'North

admini~tration.

efforts in a letter to former

Governol'" Worth described Holden's
gov~rnor

;.B.Vance.

"Raleigh July ~6 1866
Holden, Tod CaldN~Jl and others of like malignant feeling towards North Carolina, are endeavoring to restore the state
to military rule. The scheme is to mak~ the impression that Union men (so called) cannot have justice in our Courts. The present military commandant of the state cordially cooperate with
them, as I fear does Genl. Grant- witness his military order dated July 1. Agents appointed by Genl. Robinson have been sent tc
the western part of the State to take "ex parte" testimony that
Union men can not have justice in our COl!J'tS •••••• Western N.C.
1s thl9 region from which they expect to draw the proofs necessar~
to prove that martial law ought to be restored ••••• Charges are
vague- hence not easy to answer, but specific enough to accomplish the design of the signers." 11
During the summer North Carolina was represented at
two national conventions.

The first, called by the supporters of

President Johnson, met at Philadelphia on August 14.

Such promZ

inent men as William A. Graham, John A. Gilmer, Judge Howard, and
Thomas

~et,t1e

represented the state.

Graham served as a member

of the committee on resolutions and Gilmer was one of the vice
12
presidents.
The purpose of the convention was to unite Democrats
and administration Republicans.

The delegates from the North

were Democrats and Republican supporters of the president while
the South sent men who were to form the Conservative party during
the next few years.

A spirit of good will and mutual reconcilia-

tion was tho outstanding note of the convention.

The Northern

r~~------------------------------------------~6~7
!'/3.dica1s- were not slow to ca.pita1ize on a certain incident and
called it the Ifarm in arm" convention.

.'

This sobriquet had its

source in the action of the Massachusetts and South Carolina de1egates who walked into the convention arm in arID on the opening'
day.

The Southern delegates showed remarkable willingness
to concede pre-war questlons such s.s slavery and secession.

For

example when the resolution, "Slavery i~ a.bo1ished and forever
prohibited," was read, Judge Yerger of Mississippi said, "Yes and
nobody wants it back again."

Henry J. Raymond, one of the insti-

gators of the convention, in an account of this incident in his
diary wrote:

"Judge Yerger said we could so far as his state was

concerned and turned to Governor Graham of North Carolina and
asked him if it would not be true of North Carolina.

Governor
13
Graham answered that it would and of the whole South also."
\Vhen the Southern Unionists assembled in the same

cl~y

two weeks later, North Carolina was represented by a group made
up principally of newly arrived NOl"'therners.

Of these, A.W.Tour-

gee, a native c£ Ohio, was to become one of the more notorious of
the "carpet-baggers."
called representative.

Such a delegation, then, hardly could be
Tourgee took a prominent part in the

con~

vention and became very eloquent, if not altogether truthful,
when ht9 described conditions in the state.

He claimed that Union

men were not safe under the civil authorities of the state, that
1,200 Union soldiers who had settled in the state had been forced
to leave, that fifteen murdered negroes had been drawn out of a

I
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pond, and finally that the disloyal governor of the state had ig

.'

Dored a petition signed by 700 loyalists seeking protection from
14
rebel depradations.
As Governor Worth pertinently pointed out
to the saitor of the Greensboro Patriot when he discussed Tour ..
gee IS speach,

TO'L~rg'~e

had chc.!'.3ed the

c~vil

government of the

~

state with a number of serious matters:: but not one of the ao'cuaations did he

substanti~te.

The General Assembly met
old Whig majority unchanged.

aft~

the election with its

Judge Manly was chosen to preside

ov::r the senate and R.U.McAden was elected speaker of

th~

house.

Judge Manly also was elected United States senator to replace
John Pool.

Although Pool supported Worth in the election, he had

lost favor with the Assembly when he declared, at the time he
sought admission into the United States Senate, that his purpose
in seeking the election to the Confederate Senate during the war
had been to embarrass the Confederate government.

In his

messa~

to the Assembly Governor Worth advised the rejection of the Four15
teenth Amendment.
Governor Worth some months previous to this had voiced
is disapproval of the Fourteenth Amendment.

For one whose con-

stancy to the Union was unquestioned by all sincere men, his utterances indeed sound strange.

This but shows how repugnant the

proposed amendment was to the South.
"If three fourths of the States adopt the Howard amend
ment to the Constitution it may restore a worthless Union. It
ould be a reunion with mutual detestation and abhorence between
the ls.tely alienated people. No Southern State, where the people
are free to vote, will adopt it. If we are to be degraded we w

I
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retain some self-esteem by not making it self abasement •• ! would
submit to confiscation or any other calamity which brute·force
C;3.n impose before I would be guilty of the self-degl'adation of
voting for this amendment •••• Nobody in this state that I have
heard of, except a few Holden men E!£ se, will vote for it." 16
The reasons which

Gove~nor

proval of the proposed amendment were
southern viewpoint.

Worth gave for his disap~ny

and indicative cf the

He f1rst objected to the illogical procedure

of Congress in denying statehood to the Southern States yet at

..

the same time requiring them to exercise the privilege of ratifying or rejecting an amendment to the constitution.

And, he ar-

gued, even: if North Carolina should adopt the amendment, wbat

E~S

surance had she of prompt readmission to the Union wi th01lt furthel~

penalties?

He pointed out that President Jolmson the year

before had offered prompt readmission, certain conditions being
fulfl11ed, and here a year later the state was as far from reconciliation as ever.

His chief objection was raised against the

...

third section of the amendment whereby the most prominent men in
the state would be disqualified from holding public office.

"It excludes from public confidence not only such men
as Hanes, and Bat. Moore, .Tohn Pool, R.P.Diok, Jo Turner, etc.
but every man who as justioe of the peace, oonstable, Postmaster,
etc. may have taken the oath to support the Constitution of the
U.S., while it admits to office the most violent secessionists
who have taken up arms and fought through the war against the Union provided he had held no position prior to the war whereby he
had to take the oath to support the Constitution of the U.S ••••
Tne dispensing power retained for two thir(1~ of Congress is the
most detests.bIe feature of the soheme. Honorable men oould. not
get f. dispensation from a Congress evidently under the lead of
Thad. Stephens. Only syoophants and men mean enough to seek
thrift by fawnin3 oould obtain the dispensation. If we were volunts.rily to adopt this amendment I think we would be the meanest
and roost desplioable people on earth." 17

F
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The General Assembly adopted Goverrm" Worth's instruc-

.'

tion on the Fourteenth Amendment end appointed a joint committee
to discuss the subject.

In a few days the

committ~e

returned a

lengthy criticism of the amendment and advocuted its rejection
IS'

by a vote of 11 to 1.

The criticism

fo~lowed

the trend of the

-47

governor's objections though it treated the subject ;nore, in detail.

The first section was rejected because it failed to define

the "privileges and immunities" of the ct.tizens of the United
states.

With these undefined, Congress would be able to inter-

fere with the internal affairs of the state.

The second section

met with disfavor for the same reason, viz. it opened a gateway
to congressional interference with state elections.

This section

also would alter the customary oasis of representation according
to population and change it to representation according to the
nUluber of voters.

Nothing was added to the governor's objeotions

to the third section,

~nd

the fourth section was considered to

~

a waste of words for the state already had repudiated the Confederate war debt, agreed to pay the Federal debt, and no longer expected compensation for emancipated slaves.

The fifth section

met with disfavor for like the others it gave to Congress the
right to meddle in state affairs.

When put to a vote on December

13, 1866, the work of the committee was approved by a oneslded

vote.

The senate rejected the amendment 44 to 1 and the house
19

93 to 10.

C.L.Harrls, the only state senator to favor the ratification of the amendment, left shortly after for Washington in

7,'1

company with D.A.Jenkins.

.'

Meeting Holden and Pool there, they,

together with some of the radicsl members of Congress, began to
formulate a new plan of reconstruction for the state.

Thaddeus

stevens at the instigation of a number of North Carolinians,
e.mong whom i'/ere W.W.Holden, Lewis

Thomp~on,

John Pool, Tod R.Cald

well, Thomas Settle, and R.P.Dick" already had introduced into
the House of Representatives a new plan of reconstruction for the

,.

20

In its general outline the plan was much like the Con-

state.

gressional Reconstruction Act passed

~ome

months later.

At this time the state began to realize that the
tty

of the radicals was threatening the civil government.

aoti~

The

first counter action was begun by the lower house of the General
Assembly.

This body investigated the charges of partiality and

discrimination in the local civil courts.

A resolution declaring

fior

the impartial administration of justice was passed by the General

1\

Asselt.b1.y.

A member of the house, Blythe of Henderson, stated

that he could not vote for the resolution as it was not true.
This charge was not allowed to pass unanswered.

Several days

later, Waugh of Surry :':.ltroduced a resolution calling upon the
judiciary committee to investigate Blythe's charge.

\~en

Blythe

and a few supporters were examined, they were unable to subs tan21

tiate their accusation even in part.
Not contBnt to settle local complaints, Governor Worth
together with a group made up of
Bedford

Bro~vn,

Nath~niel

Boyden, P.H.Winston,

J.M.Leach, A.S.Merrimo21, and Lewis Hanes journeyed

to ',\'ashln3ton early in March 1867 to determine just what status
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North Carolina held in or out of the Union.

Since they discover

ed shortly that everythi.;lg was in the hands of Congress and afte
discussing Southern problems with several Southern governors and
friendly members of Congres!:!, they returned home without effect ...
ing any change in the relations of the
22

~tate

....

with the Federal

government.
During 1866 the radicals of North Carolina led by Hol
den began to change front as they saw t~e trend of radical policies in Congress.

Holden originally had opposed negro suffrage

as much as any Southern Conservative, but the end of the year
found him as ardent an advocate of negro suffrage as the most
radical Northerner.

In a letter to Bedford Brown and others,

Governor Worth described Holden's subversive activity with the
negroes.
"The late efforts of the North Carolina radicals who
derive all their notions and blindly follow their leader Mr.Hol~
den, look to "the disfranchisement of the whites and the enfranchisement of all the negroes ••••• Mr. Holden has thrown off his
dlsguise- addressed the negroes in night assemblies- has printed
end circulated among them for tt3ir signatures asking Congress
to carry out this program And in a speach made to them a night
or two ago, as I learned from an intelligent negro who was present (no white man save those less respectable than the negroes
were present) that he told them North Carolina he.d made last year
some 100,000 bales of cotton. He enquired whose labor had made
this COttOll- who got the money etc. etc. The design is to make
the negro dis-satisfied with the whites by mE.king them believe
that they are still in effect slaves, working for the whites. He
succeeds in deceiving the credulous creatures- and winds up with
the assurance that they are soon to be relieved- that in a short
time their oppressors will be put out of power and the state government committed to thf9ir hands and a few ben.evolent white men
like himself. ft
M

He con.cludes the letter charging that Holden is aided
in sending petitions to Washington for the nullification of the

r
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existing state government by the "Red
other secret organizations.

Strings~'

"Loy-al.

.'

League~

"The negroeS', of cou.rs e ~ sign ~

--

masse while many whites are told that their lands iii,'ill be confi s
C8.ted in the coming regime unless they sign."
23
souls ~ 1.~orth thinks will sign.
.c?
This,

indeed~

"Many timorous

was a strange rOle for one who had owne

slaves and on more than one occasion "had sent off slaves hand•
24
cuffed to be sold from their wives living in Raleigh. n
During the early months of 186'7, charges of violence
and disorder multiplied and were published by even the more reserved newspapers of the state.

Governor worth protested to the

editors of these journals against the policy and wi.sdom of carry
ing accounts of these disorders, even if they were

true, as such

articles afforded the radicals some fodder. "But, tf

as he protest

-

ed to the edttor of the Wilmington Journal, tlit is untrue."
"Not an instance has occurred in the state where a
Shff. has had resistance within 18 months in any locality of the
state to call on his posse to aid in executing process. The mil
i tis. of the county has not sustained "defeat" by ba.ndi ti and if
they had, the Executive of the state should have been called upo
before a piteous appeal is made to the Federal authority for
help." 25
As for convincing Congress of the loyalty of the stat
he dismissed the task as almost impossible.
To W.F.Leak

Jan. 13th ~7

"My idea is that members of Congress know that there
is no real intention on the part of any considerab~e number of
Southerners to offer resistance to the go'Vt. of the U.S. To prov
to them by high-minded Southern Secessionists that no disloyalty
now exists in the South, which they already know, wil.l accomplish
nothing. They are willing that the mass of their constituents
shall labor under the impression that we are still. disloyal. They
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are unw~lling the masses shall be undeceived. The sole motive o~
their action is the retaining of party ascendency, but i~' is necessary to make the honest masses believe they are moved by patriotic motives. They will not hear evidence much less allow it to
be published, tending to establish our willingness to obey the
laws and constitution of the U.S. They know (I mean the members
of Congress know) that we submit in good faith- but they don't
intend their constituents shall know it. If we o~fer evidence
which Gov. Graham asked leave to of~er • year ago, they will not
hear it •• or will suppress it. Their sole motive is the reten~
tion of political powers. We cannot reach the popular ear of the
North through Congress." 26
As the first week in March, iPe day for adjournment of
the General Assembly approached, Governor Worth tried to pursuade
the body to

~rolong

its session in hopes that the executive and

legislative branches of the state might effect some stable plan
for ending the uncertain conditions prevalent.

But the usual ex-

odus of members began about a week before the end of the session
so that towards the end there was a bare quorum present.

With

the departure of the last members of the legislature, Governor
Worth was left alone to face the
27

the civil government.

dif~icult

task of maintaining ..
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CHAPTER
THE

CONGRESSIONAL

SIX
MILITARY

ACTS

In December 1865 when Congress d'3fini tely broke with
the presidential form of reconstruction. several reports on conditions in the South were presented to the Senate by the president.

The first was that of General Grant who had Paid a flying

..

visit to the Carolinas, Georgia, and Virginia during November.
Officers of the army of occupation and citizens of the South were
interviewed.

One might think such a

hurri~d

investigation super-

ficial, but it would be a bit difficult to substantiate such an
accusation for Grant_:, after all,
quick and accurate estimates.

'NaB

a soldier trained to make

Neither did he have any reason to
1

be optimistic or partial towards the South.

The gist of his re-

port is summed up in his own words:

....

"I am satisfied that the mass of the thinking men of
the South accept the present situation of affairs in good faith ••
Slavery and the right to secede, they regard as having been settled forever by the highest tribunal, arms, that man Can resort
to. Leading men not only accept the situation as final but believe it ~ fortunate one for the whole country ••••• The citizens 01
the Southern States are anxious to return to self-go~e~nment wltlr
in the Union as soon as possible; while reconstructtng they want
and require protection from the Government; they are in earnest
in wishing to do what is required by the Government, not humiliating to them as citizens, a.nd if such a course was t>olnted out
they would pursue it in good faith." 2
It is significant that General Grant, While seeing thE
need of a small army of occupation, advocated the withdrawal of
the colored regiments because they were a source of
and trouble.

He also saw the defects in the

tr~itatlon

Freedma~'~

Bureau

i

r
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in spite of the good

i~

undoubtedly did for the famished black as

.'

:3

well as white Southerner.

Needless to say, this report-found

little favor with the Senate as it in no wise measured up to its
pr~conceived

notion of Southern conditions.

Senator Sumner dis4

missed the report by calling It a "whitey;ashing."

.."

More to the liking of Sumner and the re,dic3.1s was the
cl:~Tefully

!Jrepared report of Carl Schurz, a maj or general in the

volunteer serviee, who had spent three m~nths in the lower South,
in South Carolina, G-;or[;ia, Mississippi, and Alabama.

This re ...

port did not find conditions, at the moment, so alarming as t'lose
that would exist in the future.

In fact he spoke rather favor-

ably of the success of the president's plan of reconstruction.
"The generosity and tolerntion sbcnm by the government
••••• has facilitated the re-establishment of the forms of civil
government and led many of those who had been active in the rebel
lion to take part in the act of bringing back the States to their
constitutional pelations." 5
Schurz based his gloomy forebodings of the future on'"
what he termed the "moral value" of the results of' the we.r.
"Treason does, under existing circumstances, not appear odious in the South. The people are r.ot impressed with any
sense of its criminality. And there is yet among the southern
people an utter absence of national feeling. Their submission
and loyalty springs from necessity and calculation. While accept
tng the abolition of slavery they think that some species of ser~
dom, peonage, or other form of compulsory le.bor is not slavery
and ma.y be introduced without a viole.tion of their pledge." 6
These two reports differed so widely in interpretation
because one man realized that the South had fought for an ideal
while the other apparently failed to grasp this fact.

How Schurz

could expect a people to be overwhelmed with the enormity of a
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crime for which they nAver consciously felt guilty is somewhat

•

unintelligible.
Meanwhile, in accoro9.nce with a resolution adopted by
both houses of Congress, the joint committee on reconstruction
was conducting its investigation of

south~rn

conditions.

The

South had been divided into sections and assigned to sub-committee.:;;

Virginia, the two Carolina.s, and Georgia falling to the
•
7
lot of Senator Howard and Congressmen Blow and Conkling. Ne1ther
Blow nor Conkling

took an active part in the North Carolina in-

vestigation so Senator Howard was left to work alone.

And even

he did not over exert himself as he remained in Washington and
summoned a few witnesses.

William A.

Gr~ham

of North Carolina,

claimant to a seat in the Senate by reason of the late election,
asked to be allowed to attend the examination of witnesses from
his state so that he might refute or answer testimony of an unfavorable nature.

Senator Fessenden, the chairman of the joint

committee, refused to grant his request but asked that he suggest
suitable witnesses for examination.

Gre...'1.am requested this favor

because he had been informed that Senator Howard was questioning
only a few men on conditions in North Carolina, these few not
even being natives of the state.

Before the investigation closeq

however, twelve men were examined but, of these, Bedford Brown
WEI.s the only native of the sts.te.

Two had lived in the state be-

fore the war, one was a newspaper correspondent for the New York
Herald, and the other eight were army off'icers.

r-~--------------------------------------------~
8'0
Like the testimony from the other sections of the
south, the information derived from the North Carolina witnesses
gave a very unfavorable account of conditions.

They testified

that the freedmen were both hated and in immtnent danger of being
enslaved once again should the army of Qccupation be withdrawn.
It is not improbable that such statements were made because six
of the witnesses were officers of the Freedman's Bureau.

..

Remove

the need of the Bureau and they would lose their positions.

The

testimony was not unfavorable in its entirety for both Colonel
~mittlesey

and Major Lawrence dissented from such declarations as

"Northern men and all Unionists would be unsafe" without the protection of the army.

In fact Major Lawrence, formerly an agent

of the Bureau and an Illinois Republican, went so far as to offer
proof to substantiate his testimony and delivered a message entrusted to him by General Abbott, a Northerner who had settled in
Wilmington, N.C.

The message ran:

8

"Tell them (the committee) that a Northern man is just
safe anywhere in the state of North Carolina as he is anywhere
in the North. I do not say that a man cannot come here and so
act without sense and descretion that he will get into ciifficu1ty
with the people; he can do that anT3here. But a man who comes
here and attends to his own business and does not take some pains
to make himself odious, I think, is as safe here as anywhere els~'
EtS

It will be informative to search Governor Worth's correspondence for subjects mentioned before the committee.

Worth

emphatically stated his position on political matters in a letter
to John Pool written at Raleigh on May 6, 1866.
ItI abhor as cordially as my whole life shows I have a1
ways abhorred Disunionists- and hence I detest the dominant power
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in Congress quite as much as I ever did the Southern Secesssion"
1st •••• It would be an awful alternative for me to be co~elled
to choose between Jeff' Davis and Thad. Stephens." 9 .
The freedman question played a large part in the testimony.

In a letter to J.A.Worth for April 30, 1866 Governor

worth showed that he was abrest of the

~imes.

"Duncan Shaw was much mistaken in supposing me pledged
to negro-suffrage. I have made no such pledge, but the exact re"
versa. I suppose what he means is that I am in favor of allowing
them to testify. This is true. All fa~ minded men will be for
it as soon as they understand it." 10
These few words express fairly well the general opinion of the South on the matter, and of the North as well, for du
ing 1866 the question of negro suffrage was raised throughout
North, and a number of the states refused to grant negro sufffrage
P.nother charge leveled against the South was that they esteemed
their mil! tary les.ders.

Worth puts the question fairly to B.S.

Hedrick in a letter for August 7, 1866.
"That nearly all of the people of the South respect ...
Genl. Lee for his personal virtues and admire him as a great military man, it would be hypocracy to deny:- and they do not regar
the cherishing of these feelings as incompatible with their oath
of allegiance to the U.S." 11
And lastly, the sts.tement issued by the majority of
the committee on reconstruction declared that the "taxes levied
by the United states would be paid only on compulsion and with
great reluctB.nce. If

There is ample proof in 'North's correspond-

ence to refute this charge.

There is no denying ths.t the taxes

caused a certain amount of compla.int and eVAn remonstration on
the part of the tax payers and the governor, but it was not be-
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were collected.

.'

In a letter to Reverdy Johnson, Democratic sen-

e.tor from Maryland, Governor Worth pointed out that the U.S. land
tax was being collected in the sta.te on the 1860 assessment rate.
This was a grave inju.stice to an impoverished people for the value of the land had fallen very much

dur~g

the war, and in the

case of towns within the war zone such as Plymouth, N.C. which
had been burnt to the ground, the people would be forced to pay
12

taxes on destroyed property.

•

i;Vorth also observed in a letter

to E.J.Hale that the taxes were being collected while the South
was without representation, and, to make matters more aggravstin
there was a sliding scale in the tax ra.te for no apparent reason.
In North Carolina it varied from sixty to eighty cents on one hu
dred dollars while in Virginia it was as low as twenty-seven centB
13

on one hundred dollars:.
Summing up the charges against North Carolina, it is
only too evident that this state, at least, did not deserve the
he.rsh blanket charges of the committee on reconstruetion.

Condl-

tions were unsettled but that was to be expected after a long war.
and the attempts of the radicals to discredit the local courts
served only to show the admirable recovery the state had made towards the restoration of law and order during the brief period of
presidential reconstruotion.
Governor Worth remarked in a letter to B.S.Hedrick for
'Ma.y 7, 1866 that "the late reports of the Disunion Committee

(ludicrously denominated "reconstruction

co~mittee")

14

looks to in-

r
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.'

The ready compliance of the various Southern States
with the presidential plan showed a willingness to cooperate with
any reasonable form of reconstruction.
no other way.

It can be interpreted in

True, it was injunicious on their part to send

such men to Congress as Alexander H.

St~hens

for able though he

was and esteemed by his fellow citizens, there is no denying the
fact that the Republican Congress was no little nettled when a

...

man who but a few months before had been vice president of a belligerant power now presented himself as a senator to the very gov
ern~ent

he had sought to destroy through four years of bloody

warfare"
But Congress insisted on prevailing over the executive
e.nd set out to reconstruct the South e.s it saw fit. Possibly it
could not have been more successful if it deliberately had atte~pted

to Etlienate the South.

..

At the opening of 1866 the desire

for peace and restoration was universal throughout the prostrate
South, and the fires of loyalty to the Union were beginning to
glow 1imly once again.

Radical congressional action, however,

rudely scattered the embers before they could warm the section
and succeeded in

ir~itating,

then alaroing the South, and finally

sowing the seeds of Rectlona,llsm that was to persist for several
gen~ratlons.

Legally, Congress was correct when it insisted on directing the work of reconstruction, but the manner in which it
carried out the work will ever be a blot on the legislative
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.'

thought that they were acting for the best, and such unfortunate
events as the New Orleans riot during the summer of 1866

ser~Ted

but to confirm the countless stories of southern 8.troci ties which
flooded 'Nashington.

Apart from these, however, there were others

who sought to destroy the governments

of~the

South, disfranchise

the war party, a,nd by means of the negro vote establish Republican control.

It was this faction, too, that descended to such

~

treme measures as the attempt to remove ~resident Johnson from of.
fice when he refused to become subservient to Congress.

~Vhatever

the motives may have been that guided the individual senators and
congressmen, and however favorable the interpretation of their
conduct, there still remains the conclusion "that the fanaticism
of extreme partisanship had an undue influence over them all."
"The contest with the President had blinded their perceptions as
to the morality, legality, and propriety of the means they were
15
willing to emplo~ in securing the Victory over him."
Yet as late as January 5, 1867 Governor Worth was able
to write to C.B.Dibble that "tho people of North Carolina were
never more loyal to the Constitution of the Un:lted states and never more obedient to National Authority," in spite of the dark rumors that were spreading throughout the state concerning the future action of the radical Congress.

Worth rightly surmised that

"the Congressmen while capable of ascertaining the truth of south
ern affairs were deliberately allowing •••• lies to be spread
throughout the North so as to perpetuate the dominance of the
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16
Republican party."

A week later in a letter to W.F.Leak, Worth

.'

reiterated that Congress was aware of the fact that "the South
was no longer as a body

disloyal~

but merely wished the South to

be considered such by the North so as "to prolong their tenure of
power."

He also polnted out that it was impossible to deter Con..
~

gress from its course of action as "it would not hear evidence
nruch less allow it to be published, which would tend to establish
17
their willingness to obey the laws and c~nstitution of the U.S~
The passing of the congressional Military Act on
2, 1867 fell over the South like a heavy pall. Many were so
ned that they scarcely could believe the news.

~ch

stun~

An apathy settled

over the conservatives that was not ended until the outrages of
the carpetbag regime once more summoned them to action to save
their land.

A few days a,fter the passing of the act, Governor

"forth indicated his future plans.
To,Worth and Daniels
March 7, l8~
•••• As we have no power of physical resistance, it
(Congress) must be obeyed until the proper tribunal, the Supreme
Court of the U.S., shall declare it null and void ••• If I find
there is no remedy in the Supreme Court, there is no course left
but obedience or resistance- the latter is impossible •••• If I can
not resist, either by judicle.ry or phys ieal force, what course is
then left? It seems to me that obedience no longer becomes degradation but sensible prudence •••. I conclude, at present, that
if we have no remedy through the Judiciary, we should submit to a
stDte of things we cannot resist and endeavor to guide the
revolution." 18
And such was the spirit which prevailed throughout the
South.

The governor of Mississtppi made the ftrst move to hring

a test case before the Supreme Court, but before undertaking the
task he sought to obtain the concurrence of some of the other

I
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MILITARY

CHAPTER

SEVEN

VERSUS

CIVIL

AUTHORITY

Apart trom congressional opposition, the state govern"
ments as reestablished by President Joh.ii\on at flr"sG were inca ....
pable of carrying out the necessary functions of a civil

govern~

..

mellt for the long J6ars of warfare left an a:ftermath that no pres"
identia1 decree could remove.

Business and the few southern In-

dustries were completely disorganized, and it was questionable
whether law and order could be adequately established.

This wag.

due in no small part to the large number of vagrant negroes, war
refugees, and the usual parasites who follow in the wake of an
army.

That is why General Grant advised the retention of a lim-

ited number of troops in the South until more stable conditions
existed.

However, common sense would seem to dictate that the

military refrain from meddling with the civil gover.nments unless
there was manifest inability on the part of the civil authorities
to cope with situations that might arise.

At times the aid of

the military was needed in the South but certainly not to the
tent to which it interfered in Nor"tn Carolina.

ex~

This interferencE

particularly after the civil government had been established under Governor Worth, caused no little uncertainty abQ1.1t the admin·
istration of justice.

And all of this occurred when the state

needed aid and encouragement, not vexatious and obstructive inte rerence.

Governor Holden, it is true, was scarcely more than a
semi-civ:}.l instrumer:t :l.n the hands of the military for his very
8.uthori ty as provisional governor was derived from the presidential wartime pONer.
~esting

TJ."lis did not prevent him from vigorously pro

agatnst the quartering of negro .troops e.t various garri ...

....

30ns throughout the state.

It had been reported to him that the

negro troops at Wilmington, in particular, were not only a constant source of annoyance but a positive.menace for they made the
large negro population of the city very restive.

~4e

negro troqB

made frequent arrests and on one occasion the order was given "to
1

run a certain person through if he said or did anything."
Later in the summer there was a near clash between the
colored population of the same city and the white people.
of the freedmen
offices.

ap~roached

Some

the mayor and demanded certain city

Refused on the grounds that as non-voters they had no

right to hold a public office, the negroes threatened the
This caused the city to become very anxious for fear

or

mayor~

an upris M

ing among the negroes. a constant worry in the South espeCially
since emancipation.
Governor Holden sustained the mayorfs action in refusing to grant offices to the negroes and, furthermore, assured hin
that any vindictive conduct on the part of these applicants or
2

others would be punished immediately.

To bring an end to such

trouble, Governor Holden then urged General Ruger to remove the
negro troops from the state.

The request was granted in part for

orders were given in September to demobilize all negro troops
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from the North.

This still left a fair number to terrorize the

localities in which they were stationed.

4'

In two places at least,

Elizabeth City and Edenton, there was needless worry for the
troops were very orderly, but in other places the apprehensions
,vere too well founded, unfortunately, upon several outrages.

At

Beaufort, for example, rape was attempted and in one instance
bl"utally committed upon whi te

The culprits were arrested

~iOmen.

in town only to escape civil judgment

s~ce

the

at Fort

garr~son

Mason threatened to turn the guns of the fort upon the town unless the men were released.

Feeling ran so high in the locality

that General Ruger forbade the pegro troops to leave the fort un3

less accompanied by a white officer.
Fort Fisher attaoked Thomas

Pioket~

At Wilmington troops from
and his two daughters, kill4

ing the father and wounding the two girls.

In only one in-

stance is there record of the removal of troops after some out ...
rage or other.

This was at Kinston.

Governor Holden's

protest~

5.

to General Ruger was heeded after the soldiers had

b8~ten

a man.

Similar accounts could be dr's,lvn from different points in the
state.

Be it said to their credit, both General Ruger and Gener-

al Cox tried to prevent the trouble, but that d1d not prevent the
whi te population from being justifiably al3.rmed at the presence
of the colored troops.
Until the provisional government of the state had tlll...
cd the state courts with their complement of judges, Governor
Holden willingly turned over all criminals to the mi1itary courts
But even after some of the looal courts had been reestablished,

I
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General Ruger continued to int3rfere.
where freedmen were concerned.

This was true particularly
4'

At the instigation of the bure&u,

the military would try freedmen on the grounds that the civil
courts did not adminis-ter justice in cases wLLch involved freedmen.

Char~es

and counter charges were ma08 by General Ruger and

....

Governor Holden, but in the end, t:.though General Ruger granted
that the courts were honest, President Johnson inconsistently

up~

6

held the military.

Eventuall~

a

compr~ise

was reached whereby

all persons of color, regardless of the crime cOll'Dllitted, were to
be turned over to the inili tary courts while all whites charged
with only misdemeanors were to be tried by the civil courts.
Needless to say, this arrangement was set aside at times, but it
served as a basis for better cooperation between the civil and
military powers in the state.
There is no doubt that the southern newspapers were
descretely outspoken on occasions.

in~

This was evident during the,...

winter of 1865-66 for a rigid military censorship was established
to restrain the intemperate pen of any "fire brand" editor.

Sev..

eral editors were arrested and confined for a short time, but
their trials were never held.

In the only case which came up for

trial, the defendant was fined three hundred dollars for
ing and circulating

dis]~yal

trict under martial law."

"publlsb~

and seditious writings within a

dis~

Robert P. Waring, the guilty ed.itor,

denied that he had intended the interpretation applied to the
article in question.

An impartial reading of the editorial would

leave one at a loss to point out the disloyal and seditious
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writing contained therein, granting that it was intemperate.

7

4'

By the time Governor Worth assumed office on December
28, 1865, much of the preliminary discussion with the military
had been satisfactorily concluded by Governor Holden.

But if the

new civil governor thought that with his' taking office the civil

...

power would become the dominant
disillusioned.

~ower

in the state, he was soon

The president inconsistently maintained a sem-

blance of martial law and, at the same
tence of the civil government.

~me,

recognized the exis-

Governor Worth was not to be de-

terred, however, from asserting the rights of the civil power in
spite of its anomalous position.

In the first month of his first

term, the arbitrary action of a detail of soldiers from Salisbury
was brought to his attention.

ThG soldiers, under the command of

the Q.M. sergeant, forced the keeper of the statesville jail to
surrender his keys.

They then released two of the prisoners,

Cook and BlacID¥ell by name, who had been confined by Judge
of the state superior court.

Fowl~

Governor Worth brought the matter

to the attention of General Ruger adding that Judge Fowle had inM
formed him that one of the parties concerned was Ita terror to or..
8

derly citizens of that part of the state. ft

What. action, if any,

was taken in the matter by General Ruger, I have been unable to
ascertain.
The real sore spot with regard to jurisdiction came up
most frequently from the meddlesome Freedman's Bureau.

The bur-

eau undoubtedly did much good in the state by relieving the extreme want of black and white alike, but, blinded by prejudice

I

t.. (( .• . .
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and overzealousnes& for the negro, it often made justice a play.
thing where a case involved both races.
the negro was taken for granted

v~~ile

Usually the innocence of

the testimony of the white

person was ignored regardless of his personal integrity or knowledge of the case.

Such conduct on the part of the bureau natu-

rally outwAighed or at least obscured the good which it accomplished.

Even the more estimable men in the state early reached

th1sopinion.

William A. Graham wrote to · Governor 'North "that he

feared that the Bureau of Freedmen was to be fastened upon the
State for some time s.n d if so there could be Ii ttle security to
9

the white man in any asserted rights."
This injustice might be illustrated best by the a.ction
of the bureau in the case of Pool vs. Hinton.

W.R.Pool of Wake

C?unty suffered the loss of a cotton gin by fire a.nd the theft of
fifteen hogs.

Some of the hogs were butchered near Pool's home.

The thief left a pla.inly marked trail which led to the house of
Albert Hinton, a freedman, where fresh pork was found concealed
in a bed.

When promptly indicted for the crime, Hinton appealed

to the bureau.

The fo11owing letter illustrates the strange

en~

forcement of justice.
W.R.Pocl:- Albert Hinton complains that you charge him vl1th
stealing meat. lVJ'. Pool, things have come to a strange pass if a
colored man cannot buy meat from a wagon in the road 'Ni thou t incurin3 the charge of stealing. You had better look furth e r tha.n
this man's house. Perhaps Jour olfactorles will enabl e you to
get on the right scent. You might come to market and seiz e everi/
piece of meat Jlou fi.nd on the stand, on the S~lme principle on
which you charge him of stea.ling. You will call at this office
and explain this matter" These men shall be protected in what is
just.
Yours respectfully, E.C.Vogell Agent
10

Unfortunately the men in the bureau exercj1ed their
Buthority at times to humi11 ate the white

citi~ens

.'

Soas to irn-

press upon the negr'oes a "most vivid and popular man1festation of
their authority."

Such conduct could only have harmful influence

upon a race sadly in need of correct instruction in trle duties of
its new status.

It also had its repercussion in theaggrieved
11
whi tes for it nurtured insubordination and contempt for e.ll court~
In February, Maj or H. C.Lawren.e, a northern Republican
and a former official of the Freedman's Bureau, expressed his d1sapproval of its continuance.

This gentleman's antecedents pre-

clude any chances of southern bias in his indictment

of

the blrea:u.

"Whilst there was and could be, no law but nili tary
law, or rather authority, the Bureau was a necessity to some extent. But to continue it after the States shall hav€given the
blacks their civil rights seems to me the very reverse of sound
policy considered simply with reference to that. It will engender hatred towards the ble.cks 011 the part of the whi teB, as a favored class to whom extre, legal protection is given 'by the Federal Government... hatred towards the government i tself ,~hich, by
this system, pronounces the people regardless of justice, and
!Abrands courts unO. bars juries, in adVance, as ready lierjurers. It
substi tutes for men learned in the law and soon to administ9r it,
for trial by jury and right of appeal, the decision ormen ',Jho,
in many cases, if not most, will know nothing of law; who will
often be prejudiced, and some corrupt. It will incite in the
blacks, to some extent, a sense of independence of tbelocal laws
flanction their distrust of them, the courts, and people, and certainly cannot tend to educate them in the duties of citizens. t, 12
Considering the fact that a post war era 1s naturally
marked by unrest and la.wlessness, one migl1.t suppose that the bureau did not figure overmuch in the law court.

As a l1Jatter of fro

its work was so vast that, by May 1866, Colonel v\hittlesey re ...
ported that 10,000 cases involving the two races alre~y had been
13
settled.
The enormity of the injustice done to thewhite
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population might be hnHgined with conc.itions prevs.iling such as
described in the excerpt of Major

Lawrenc'~'s

letter.

•

And in spitE

of these intolerable conditions, even the bureau testified that
four-fifths of the white people were willing to treat the negro
14

dith fairness.

Nor is it unreasonable to add that most of the

remaining one-fifth would have dealt fairly with the negro if it
had not been for the provacative methods Ei-l1d injustice of the
bureau.
One of the principal objectives Governor Worth set for
himself. was the removal of conditions such as above described. To
accomplish this cnd, he wisely strove to have a clear definition
of jurisdiction in cases claimed both by the bureau and the civil
authorities.

By the summer of 1866, he had accomplished little,

but that did not deter him from continuing his work in this con15

nection.
During the summer Gen<3ral J .C.Robinson became the mil"
i tary commandant of the section.

Governor Worth gl'ew alarmed

when the general announced that he intended to investigate condltions in the local courts of the state, espeCially in the western
16

circuit.

The governor had reasons to fear the outcome slnce

General Robinson claimed that the "military authorities had the
right to suspend the c1 viI officer's of the stBte from the 6xer17

ci8(, of their functions."

If the general wer'e to view the

state of8.ffairs with the pl'ejur'llce of the . bureau end at the same
time u8.rr':i out the asserted right of suspending civil officers,
no end of confus1.on might be expected.

To add to the governor-'s
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discomfort, W.W.Holden took an 8.ctlve part in this work so ',.,hat
with the investigations of a supposedly

bi8st~d

soldier' End the

charges of s native North Carolinian, tho outcome hardly seemed
likely to turD out favorable to the state.
General Robinson did not conduct the investigation
himself but appointed two suboruinates to unde:etRke the work.
Governor' VI/ortil charged them with "taking ex partt? statements that
18
would prove all sorcs of injustice in the cour-ts t "
The reports
submi tted to General Robinson Vlere unfa.vorable in their cr-i ticism
of the administration of justice in the western circuit, but the
state found an advocate in William P. Bynum, a staunch Republica
1;;ho, nevertheless, declar3d that Major Vialcott was "greatly in
19
error both Ji8 to his facts and his conclusions."
Unlike the us ...
ual run of the bureau officials, it turned out that General Rob ....
inson had ordered the investigation only to make himself familiar
with prevailing conditions and not out of any wish to discredit
t.he courts.

He also

W8.S

fair in his interp1'6tation of his subor-

dinates' reports, so much so, that he declared that in nearly
every instance the courts were fair and impartial.

Gener'al Se-

wall testified that conditions were as Goneral Robinson stated.

20

After morc than a year of intense effort on the part
of Governor Worth to settle th8 civil status of the state, Congress nullified all existing governments of the South as estab ...
1ished by President Johnson.

The Military Act of March 2, 1867

provided that these civil govHrnments were to continue provision ....

all •

were liable at e.n·· moment to modifice.ti
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until a civil government could be formed in accordance with the
21

4

congresaional requirements.
During the interim between the passing of the Military
Ac t and

~he

inaugurati on of VJ .'i'V .Holden as governor of North CRro ...

lina in July 1868, Governor Worth continued to hold office with
the concurrence of General Daniel E. Sickles who comr.1andod the
.second mil! tary district of North and South Ca1'011118. T1t:!.1 his
removal in August 1867.

Ganer-al E.H.S. Canh:,' , who succeeded in

command, lilwwise continued the 'lw'orth government.
lt~ry

~or

AlthouC;h rrl1-

law now was established in name as well as in fact,

Gover~

Worth bravely attempted to maintatn th0 dignity of the civil

government especielly after GeneI'[.. l Sickles announced that the
civil government, though provisional, should be obeyed.

22

He

could do little but protest, however, when the military interfered as it now did more often.

As a whole, the military regime

under General S1.ckles was not as harsh as it might have been for
he sought to cooperate with Governol" Worth as far as he saw f1 t.
General Ce.nby' s period in command was m.ore resented
because he ignored the ste.te so completely that nearly six
had elapsed before he so much

8.S

entered the state.

23

mon·~hs

In a letter

written on December 26, 1967 to B.G.Worth, Governor Wopth rathel'
caustically remarked in a post script that "In giving us Canby
for' Sickles, the Prest. swapped a devil for a witch.

My

revela ...

tiona to the Prest. astound him ••••• I state nothing ""hich I can
24

not sustain by documentary proof."
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An excerpt from a letter of Governor Worth to Governor

Charles J.Jenkins of Georgia sums up the militarJ

regime~nder

both Sickles and Canby.
"Sickles maintained these views (on reconstruction) as
a partizan and politician. C&.nby maintains them as a narrow mimI"
cd conscientious Radical- Both have issued edict after edict, until they have made a new code for us. ".,.
They have thus: 1. destroyed r~spectability of trial
by jury; 2. forced the better judges to resign because of the im~
possible codes; 3. formed new tribunals of justice held by men
without legal training; 4. widen jurisdiction of these military
courts; 5. and remove many off'icers wItqout giving reasons, placing unworthy men in their plae:ea; 6. while the military detec,'"
tives arrest without prelimInary trial and place the men 1~ distant forts.. 25
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CHAPTER
THE

END

OF

.'

EIGHT

PRESIDENTIAL

RECONSTRUCTION

The summer of 1865 saw the mustering out of service of
the viotorious northern troops and the ..g,efeated, ragged, and thin
ranks of the South.

Force of arms had settled definitely that

the negro was to be free and the Union waB to endure.

But were

these two vexing questions ofblJ.e past "eoades forever settled?
The North was still dubious.

Acoordingly, President Johnson sent

Generals Grant and Sohurz to investigate conditions.
port briefly stated that "the mass of

thinking~

Grant's re ...

men of the South

aocept the present situation of affairs in good faith."

Schurz

in his report granted th9.t the South had submitted but added that
it was a submission of

necessit~.

individual instances" there

WB.S

He complained that "except in

"an entire absence of that

natloIl~

al spirit which forms the basis of true loyalty and patriotism.·
General Wade Hampton, beloved leader of the South next after General Lee, best answers Schurz' complaint.
"The South unequivocally 'aacepts the bituation t in
whioh she is placed. Everything that she has done has been done
in perfect faith, and in the true and highest sense of the word,
she is loyal. By this I mean that she intends to abide by the
laws of the land honestly, to fulfill all of her obligations
f ai thfull y and to keep her \',ord sacredly, ar.d I as s ert that the
North has no right to demand more of her. You have no right to
ask or expect that she will at onoe profess unbounded love to
that Union from which for four years she tried to escape at the
cost of her best blood and all her treaSUI'Hs." 1
And so President John.3on, not
about; whether the

~~'l,thern

·~:teorizing

over much

States were in or out of the Union,

l.()~

prooeeded to establish civil governments on the
they were still 1n the Union.

~ssumpt1on

.'

that

North Carolina ,vas the first to

bow i t3 t,ead to the eX8cuti va demands for an amendment to the
state constitution abolishing slavery, abrogation of the ordin-

By the end

ance of secession, and repudiation of the war debt.

....

of the year Jonathan Wort'l was acknowledged by the president as
the uivil governor of the state.

Hence, North Carolina, as far

as the executive branoh of the United

s~tes

GO'i€rnment was con...

cerned, rightfully was entitled to her former place in the Union.
The president's plan was a practical method of aocomplishing reconstruction quickly and easily, but he had failed to
consider congressional opposition.

Throughout the war the power

of the executive had grown to the detriment of the l,egislative
branch.

For various reasons the reaction came when the represen ...

tatives of the reconstructed states presented themselves before
Congress in December 1865 and were not recognized.

There

follo~

ed more than a year of theorizing about the status of the Southern states.

Were they in or out of

~l(

Union?

As we

ha~e

seen,

the president based his plan of reconstruction upon the state per
durance theory while Congress sought to establish its right to
carry out the work of reconstruction by various interpretations
of the "state lapsed" theory.

President Lincoln had touched on

"this pernicious abstraction" in the last address he delivered
before his death.
"We are all agreed that the seceeded States,so called~
are out of their proper practical relation with the Union, and
that the sole object of the Government, civil and military, 1n

I
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regard to those stat~s is to again get them into the proper nracw
tical relation. I believe that it is not only possible, but in
fact easier, to do this without deciding or even consider~ng
whether these states have been out of the Union, than with it.
Finding themselves safely at home, it would be utterl~ in~aterial
whether they had ever been abroad. Let us all join in doing the
acts necessar~ to restore the proper practical rels.tions between
these states and the Union, and each forever after innocently indulge his own opinion whether in doing the acts he brought the
states from without into the Union, or Qnly gave them proper assistance, they never having been out of''''! t." 2

Lincoln's calm leadership was needed sorely during
this controversy between President and Congress as a spirit of

•

compromise on the part of the executive undoubtedly would have
prevented the excesses of the radical Congress.

But Johnson,

whose chief fault, it would seem, was undeviating adherence to
his state perdurance theory, knew no compromisa.

That, together

with his unfortunate "swing round the circle" during the summer
of 1866, were the reasons why he was doomed to ultimate failure.
Only one thine restrained Congress from plunging into
a program of reconstruction of its own;
northern response to 3uch a move.

Tha.t

uncert81n~~

of the

unef~rtaintYvvas

by the outcome of' the mid-term elections.

dispelled

Thanks to the final

report of the committee on reconstruction, the innumerable and
biased press accounts from the South, mere rumor, and the,undignified and alienating influence which President Johnson's political tour had upon many supporters of the presidential plan, a
radical majority was returned sufficiently large to override all
opposition.

But even after the Military Act was pasRed, Congress

seemed reluctant to ba.se its action on the one reason which subsequent study could justify:

the fact that reconstruction was a
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legislative problem.

In the

preambl~

of the Military Act, It
4'

was stated that the purpose of the measure was "to provide for a
more efficient government," yet it went on to say that no legal
state gov8rnments existed and that there was no adequate proGection of life and property.

The constant theme of its appeal to
"7

the North, too, was one describing the near anarchy existing in
the South.

Andrew C. McLaughlin thus dismisses this phase of re ..

construct:ton:
"It is hardly worth our while to pass upon the constitutionality of this method of reconstruction; it seems almost a.
trivial task, because so much more was involved than any question
of technical regularity. Congress was determined to force the
South to adopt negro suffrage; if anyone can find constitutional
justification, that will not help him much in an attempt to find
ethical or political justification. No historian now fails to
lament the spirit of implacable rancor underlying much of the
congressional procedure; and this rancor overtops any question of
technical constitutional authority, for it left behind it a sense
of bitter injustice which persisted for decades; it postponed the
cementing of the real spirit of social union and harmony between
the sections." 3
In North Carolina itself, the civil government. was
well established in an incredibly short time.

...

The leaders in

control of state affairs ',vcre, in the main, a strong remnant of
the defunct

'1~higs

who avowed their detestation of the southern

secessionist as vehemently as any northerner.

Throughout the

state the cou.rts were reestablished and were able to stand the
close scrutiny of military investigators who sought to find evidence discI'editing their administration

c.(>

justice.

The state

constitution had been revised and to a greater degree, ,3rhaps,
than in any other state of the South, ::;;:13 negro roamed a free man
Governor Worth's able administration brouglt favorable comment
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alike from SecretarJ uf state Saward and the most obscure citizen
of the state.

And Governor 'North pressed on imperturbed, in spit"

of the nagging of the E')lleni tea who sought to overthrow the existing goV€rEl:}ut ,to hasten the day when the ravages of the war
would be removed o

Rut one thing was lacking
to make it once a...,

gain a state of the Union and that one condition, recognition of
its representatives, Congress refused to grant.
After more than a year of

cl~l

rule, during which the

state began to find itself and return to normalcy, the Military
Act rudely set aside all that had been accomplished.

It proposed

to establish a legal form of government and protect lite and property, but never was government more of a farce, and life and property
gress.

rnor'~

insecure than under the reconstruction program of Con...

The effort of the radicals to establish the Republican

party in North Carolina met with just the opposite result.
cause radicalism and republicanism were identified, the
~Nhigs

prefel'red to throw the ir lot

Vi

Be-

partyle~

i th the Democ1'8. ts.

Before ending the study of presidential l"'econstruction
in the sta.te, it will be enlig..h.tening to examine briefly the un ...
doing of the work of Governor Worth during his tenure of office.
The radicals lost no time in organizing.

On March 28, 1867 a

state wide convention was held at Raleigh with ettonde.nce equally
divld3d between Nhite and black.

J.H.Harris became the leader of

the colored faction which, strangely enough, was less radical
than the white.

After some discussion, the assembly adopted the

view of three former Democrats, Thomas Settle,

W.~.IIJ.Holden,

and

R.P.Dick, and organized under the name Repuhlican.

The keynote

.'

of the convention was the election of men acceptable to Congress
4

and the hastening of readmission to the Union.

It then adjourn-

cd until the following September- i1hen it again met in Haleigh.
Tl.l.i3 time it was in the hands of the negroes
and th(~ real power,
....
the northern Republicans. The resolutions of the previous meetIn[ W3re adopted together with several additions as the party
platform.
moval of

Resolutions opposing conflsolt'tion and favoring the
disE-b~lities

tion to be passed.

1'(3-

were proposed but met with too much opposi ...

In fact the spirit of the convention was pro-

scriptive as the political leaders counted upon the solid negro
vote plus a small white vote to carry any election.

They did not

wish conciliation that might bring prominent men of the state into a position of party dominance to the ruin of their own politi5

cal careers.
Evidently the leaders of the Republican party would
brook no opposition if

W.~.Holdents

words are to be accepted.

his paper the Standard for September 21, 1867 he wrote:

~

I

"The ma

who gets in the way in the crisis of restoring the Union accord ..
ing to the will of the nation should not only lose the last acre
of land he has, but he deserves death by the halter."

Although

the conservatives held a convention in September denouncing the
platfopm of the Republican party, their meeting was listless and
thisstEct3, caused perhaps by a realization of the futility of
further Ol)'Position to Congress, prevailed in the subsequent carnpaion for the election of delegates to the constitutional

.'

convention.

This apathy manifested itselr in the outcome of the

election for the Republicans won a large majority of the seats.
At the instance of G3neral Canby, the convention met
at Re,leighon JanuarJ 14, 1868'.
6rad and seven
gates.

~ltle

The Republi.cans numbered one h

the Conservatives had only thirteen dele-

The small conservative vote and th€ 3eneral practice of

fraud at the

po~.ls

\J',3T'f3

the principal reasons for the ill success

•

of the Consep"o.tive candidates.
Of the
C81~·.:.)et-baggers

R~publican

delegates, at least eighteen were

and fifteen were nei!:J'oes.

The more prominent of

the carpetbaggers were forr.1er officers of the Union army, among
whom were General Joseph C. Abbott of

NtfW

rtampshil'e, General

oy-

ron Lafin of Massachusetts, and Lieutenant A1bton W. Tourgee of
Ohio.

As the Conservatives

Wf.d,"e

too few to influence any vote,

and the native Hepub1icans were men of little prominence, the
small group of carpetbaggers controlled the convention.

With the

exception of the Standard and a few other Republican newspapers,
the press of the state was outspoken in its condemnation of the
convention.

The Sentinel best expressed the gener-al sentiment

0

the whi te lflaj ori ty.
TilE

CONVENTION

(SO

CALLED)

"The pillars of the capitol should be hung in mourn...
ing today for the murdered sovereignty of ~Torth Carolina. In the
hall where have been collected in days gone by, the wisdoln, the
patriotism, the virtue of the state, there assembles this morning
a body convened by an order of Congress, in violation of the Can"
ntltutlon of the United states, and in uttar disregard of the
oonstitution of Horth Carolina, a body which, in no sense as a
whole, represents the true people of the state, which has not
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been elected according to our laws nor chosen by those to vihom
those le.vifS have committed the right of suffrage. In the ·seats
which have been fill~d by some of the best and truest sons of
North Carolina will be found a number of negroes, a still larger
number of men who have no interests or sentiments in common with
our people, but who were left in our midst, by the receding tide
of war, and yet others who have proven false to thfdr mother and
leagued with her enemies. tf
As the convention continued its session the press became less restrained, and the following description was printed
in the N.orth Carolinian for February 11,. 1868.
MANAGER CO'NLESf
MUSEUM
Nonderful performances in Natural History
The performance begEO'l1 at the usual time ••••• The Cowles
Museum contains Baboons, Monkeys, l.1'ules, Tourgee, and other Jackasses. Also McDonald, Eppes, Congleton, Mayo and ttother horned
cattle" too tedious to mention.
6

The convention, after some discussion, expelled the
newspaper reporters temporarily but eventually allowed the more
restrained to attend the sessions.

The per diem allowance to mem

bers was set at th(; :J.nprecedented sum of eight dollars, rege:rdless of presence or absence, and an equally high sum of twenty
cents milage to and from the convention was e.llowed.

Absentees

were numerous and fraud was evident in the milage accounts.
member living

One

thirty miles from Raleigh presented a claim for

~ut

a 262 mile trip each way and another living sixty miles away presented a claim for the same distance.

Fraud also was common
7

wherever there

Yib.S

a chance to spend money ..

As for the real work of the convention, the framing of
a

n0N

pedit~

constitution, the members showed Ii t+,le inclination to exmatters.

The carpetbaggers were responsible for most of

the work on the ne'i: cons t i tu t ion.

Wl"len conr Ie ted

it \Va s a
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synthes is of the constitutions of sevel"al of the northerr: states e
The neeop of North Carolina,
'~pl te

however~

were not considered and

i~

of amendments: remained a somewhat ineffIcient basis of ,3;0v-

ernment for years to

C01'1e.

The convention finally

[ldjo~ned

after devoting the

last two days of the session to "singing and horseplay."

Strains

of "Hang .Jeff Davis," "John Brown," and "Yankee Doodle" Imlst have
caused the very foundations of the bu.llcting to groen and echoed
in the newspapers on the following day.
THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION (SO CALLED)
The Disgraceful Closing Scenesl Corn Field Dance and Ethiopian
MinstrelsyU' Ham Radicalism in its GloryZ 8

both the Conservatives and the Republicans assembled
on FAbruary 6, 1868 to nominate men for the various state offices
Al though the maj ori ty of the Conserva ti ves were \lIJhigs, Thomas S.
Ashe, a Democrat., was nominated for governor.
the temporary breakdown of party lines

B.S

..

the white man's pE'.rty

girded itself for the coming years of turmoil.
nominated by the RepubI1cf'''1s.

,:(ht8 but indicated

W. Vi.Holden was

The campaign was a bitter one for

the Republicans sought to stir up old animosities while the Con ...
servatives, in a more political way, justly '1a.lled attention to
the unfitness of rn8.ny Republican candidates and the defects of
the new constitution.

As the campaign drew to a close, feeling

ran high in both parties.

Holden wa.s burned in effigy on several

oocas ions, &.nd personal ab'Jse and encounters be,tween the various
candidates were common.
The a.pathy which had fallen upon many of the whites
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.'

was not dispelled by this excitement, for the Conservatives did
not poll their full strength during the three days of the
om April 21, 22, and 23.

electio~

As in the vote for the c ••veRti . . ,

fraud was prevaleat, so these two factors once again brought a~ouu

a onesided Republican victory.

GQ¥ernor Holden was not in-

augurated until July 1, and on the sallie day Governor Worth sent
his succ'essor a curt note surrendering the office to him under
protest,.

The next day the legislature

teenth Amendment.

•

~et

and ratified the Four-

By July 20 the state's senators and congress-

men had been admitted to Congress, and once again North Carolina
was a state of the Union.

Legally, reconstruction was at an end,

but in reality, the work of destruction was to continue until the
9

Conservative victory in 1870.
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CONCLr8JON
To estimate the 8uccess of one predestined by circumstances to fr.l1url;
Vie

18

a task both oj. ff lel-<.l t

C')i:1c]

lmcort~:dn.

1Nhen

speak of the "ml3ht hav(~ beens" th8Y',,; ~.8 "lc1e range for a fan-

ciful

1nt~):::':jp(·d. :d.. ion

of I'J.ere COJ1JP"lonp1&,c:-j3 cnd

tr1.vi[~lit:tfJs

while

the refjl1y imoortant 1.sr,ues f,Jay be obscured and ,:;ven ig:noreo. Es ...
peci811 J 1s this t Y 'U0 of post ,,,')T (In:ls in the E.1ou.th o£'tel'l)lo

C:'vtl

'1'f.;lY'.

1:1 :'1&I't,le,;J.I:}' is it dlf.flc.1.i.lt for us to hr:'J'se the

chesm ',.h1r;h the

88vel'al

decad~s

of

compromi se had

Cr'(~8t;8(l

r;rlol'

to the outhreak of the inev1table conflict between the North 8nd
the South.
but

8C tv D 1

EDell 2(;C t10D v im'.eo the othe:c'd th dis tOl'teo vision,
1,'101'£'81'(.;

soon nro:<::;lc1;,irl the Cisdain ".T ohn:l~i Reb tt hed

for' the Yankees p-no the Yankee, in turn, soon 1,3tH-neo to respect
his courageous enemJo
Unfortune,tely

fOl'

the South, th0 ;nen who were to de-

teri11ine their polItica.l status tlfter the war were poll ticians far
removed from the battle field, and hence they retained their prewar

pr3j~c.ices.

W~'1Gn

the tenure of Republican po',ver wa.s threat-

ened by the influx into Congress of ex-Confedera.te brigadiers
after the post war el1cctions, the Eepublicans quickly capltslized
on sectional preju1licGs.

T:!:ley were S'.lcc::;s8f'1Jl in their ef'£'orts

to keep the SouthArners out of Congress and gained an ascendency
in Congreas for themselves that waR to endure for

~ears

to come.

In addition to lack of recognition, the South was misrepresentf":d in

t}I8

Harth

~)y

t;hn

~cpuolice,n

control~.ed

cormn! ttee
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on pr.-,construction which

pre8~mt~~d

U

.'

I'eport colored alike· by pes-

simism and bias that almost dema.nded congl'essional actio.on.
ever a
plete

:.181pV~8
~i8

states.

Rend discredi ted flresident was powerless

More-

to com-

early efforts of reinstating the lately rebell_ious s
Thet i13 I,ihy I ss.y that

circums~l:;Inces
.~

predAstine,d Gover-

nor Worth to failure in spite of every effort on his par-t to lead
North Carolina back to the Union.

However, this does nQ-t mean

that his work was to no aveil.
Without attempting, therefore, to probe the It-might
have beens It in his career, vve can find 8.Inple evidence of

his ex-

ecutive ability, sincerity, and loyalty to tne Union wit-h very
little sectional prdjudice affectine; his decisions on deoatable
policies of

~tate

relations Nith the Federal government.

nor -North, as we have seen, v.as one of the few who had

0

Gover ....
pposed

secession in 1861 and when peace was declared In 1865, h.e was one
of the first to welcome the prospects of reunion.

Durin g the ....

days immedi8.;vely after the war, he acquited nimself cred itably of
the ilnportant task of locating and rccl&iming state prop-erty.

To

him was assigned the burden of the governorship and the .duty of
reestablishing civil order in a war-torn and

impoverishe~l

state.

This in itself was diffie-nIt but added to this was Presi-dent John
son's doubtful atti tud.e toviards him. The presenc-3 of the

army and

its constant interference in civil affairs and court dec isions
and the open hostility of the Holdenites, favored by the

presid3nIJ

and later by Congress, also contributed their share to tThe many
cares which beset the governor.

It is to Worth's credit

that he
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.'

did not allow so many difficulties to bewilrlf'r him or cause him
to dispair.

He fHced each task and sO'1Cjht first to establish

civil ordAr lind then normal relations with the l:i'ederal
L:ent.

C;0vArn ...

The first was accomplished without any disorder, but pow-

era greater than his to command thwarted."every effort to gain
congressional recognition.

I"1 rcrth Carolina itself repeated at-

tempts to discredit the courts proved conclusively that a capable

..

jUdiciary administered justice irnpertially.
The congressional Military Act ended all hope of reunion with the Federal governmdlt.

Although the war was nearly

two years removed, martial law once

again~the

state.

be 'lime

only law in the

Governor Worth's ability was recognized by Generals Canby

and Sickles, the commanders of the second nl'tlitary district, for
he was d:lrected to continue to administer the civil government
which was to operate conjointly with the military.

In spite of

the uncertainty of the duties entailed by this anomalous p08itio~
Governor Worth firmly attempted to maintain law and order, not by
'Tirtue of his concurrent action with the military but rather in
his

capaclt~

of civil executive only.

At all times he opposed

the arbi trs.ry B.ettons of the army officers and a trove to maintain
the tolerated civil government as far as possible.

So for nearly

three years he unselfishly sought the best interests of the state
ref'using to use his offioe as a means :'or personal gain.
fare of the state was above all other considerations.

The wel:

Yet he

sUo·.-led due respect for the president \d thout allowing deference
to a.uthori ty to overshadovv and interfere with his own views on
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matters of state.
In short,

can sey that Governor Worth in conformi tJl

'i~e

1d th +;he pres irlential proclamation, established a

isfactory, civil

gove~:uBnt.

L1

~pitG

subversive Vlork, in spite of 1:>c2.1

o~

vvor~-{uble,

sat-

Holden's hostility and

con~ltions

resulting from the

war, and finally in spite of constant interference by the military,

~1.Q

Has

able to maintain this eovernment.

of '.l~_~ own the state

\111=1.8

Through no fault

not reco;~::Li~0t by Congress and the Mil-

itary Act which reestablished martial law, soon undid much of his
work.

And even in the impossible capacity of provisional gover-

nor or !ll0re agent for the army, he put aside personal preferences
and sought to aid the state in this somewhat ignoble position until the new civil government should be
osity and loyalty to

Ii

ina~lgurated.

Such gener ..

lost CB.use is proof C)rough of the gover-

nor's loyalty to principles, devotion alike to state and country,

..

and typical of the old school of southern legislators which produced the Clays and Calhouns during the first half of the centur:Y1e
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